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Arts aNd Theatre for YounG peOple NEeds – A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E., is a project developed
under the Erasmus+ programme by 4 EU organisations in 2021-2023. The project aims to
increase the social inclusion of young people through theatre and creativity, building on the
European values of acceptance and tolerance, and to promote intercultural dialogue as
represented by Antigone and Aeneas Greek myths. Furthermore, A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E wishes to
give young people a space to use theatre so as to foster self-esteem, self-consciousness and
confidence. Finally, A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E aims to offer staff – working with youth in theatres and
NGOs – a Toolkit, which will enable deeper understanding of their audience and will increase
their professional skills in the field of art and social inclusion.

All partner organisations work at developing and sharing best practices from their countries
and from their previous experience in order to produce the final results of the project
(toolkit, recommendations, literature review and methodological framework) that can be
used across Europe. The ongoing social instability triggered from the recent health crisis and
current energetic, food and financial crisis, are subsequently increasing disparities and social
exclusion of the weakest groups, including youngsters. Therefore, innovative and creative
responses are required, such as A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E theatre workshops that could offer a simple
yet effective tool to foster new opportunities and new competences for both
trainers/facilitators working with young people and the youth itself. The project involves
different theatre techniques and ensures high quality and highly relevant outputs, produced
through the input of partner organisations, each contributing with their own knowledge and
experience related to theatre for the social inclusion of youth.

More specifically, the objective of WP1 presented in this report, is to develop a
collective Literature Review and a useful Methodological Framework, focusing on
the training potential of theatre and creativity for social inclusion purposes.

At a second stage, a Toolkit for those working with youth will be developed on the basis of
A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E Methodology, aiming to offer guidance to theatre educators, youth workers
and facilitators across Europe. Finally, Recommendations for practitioners and a compared
analysis will be produced to target a wider audience and disseminate the method on a
larger scale, supporting the sustainability of project results.

Introduction
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WP1 – A1 Literature review of theatre as a tool for the social inclusion of youth;
WP1 – A2 Developing approaches to using theatre as a tool for social inclusion;
WP1 – A3 Research on the application areas of theatre techniques for youth issues;
WP1 – A4 Finalisation of Literature Review and Methodological Framework.

This report provides an overview of the project’s first Intellectual Output, intended to
develop a methodological approach which uses theatre and the A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E Method as a
tool for enhancing creativity and social inclusion tailored to the needs of youngsters. The
innovative element of this theatre methodological approach is that it will be designed so as
to enable young people and the theatre staff working with them, to develop their social and
creative capacities that will allow them to explore and overcome personal obstacles thanks
to innovative theatre techniques. It will also develop listening skills, self-esteem, self-
consciousness and intercultural communication.

The framework will facilitate the clarification of the A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E Methodology for
developing the self-esteem and confidence of youngsters. The WP1 also includes a
Literature Review that outlines the broader picture of theatre for social inclusion in all
partner countries. The proposed methodological approach and framework will be easily
transferable to other EU member states, since it is accompanied by a set of concrete
instructions from different national contexts along with implementation guidelines.

Based on the outline of the project, work package 1 is divided in 4 sub-parts:

The creation of a Methodological Framework, in which all these methods can be outlined, is
clearly innovative and it will provide new tools for all cultural institutions, actors and
individuals that are interested in using theatre as a tool for social inclusion.
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Review of relevant good practices and published studies carried out at national or
EU level on theatre for social inclusion with consequent literature review in all countries;

Organisation of one focus group per country with maximum 10 participants
(theatre staff and youth workers) to survey the training needs for working with youth.

With the aim to identify both the current use of theatre techniques as a tool for social
cohesion and the associated needs of youngsters, theatre staff and youth workers, so as to
develop a tailored-made methodological framework, a short-scale analysis was conducted in
each partner country, namely in Italy, Slovakia,  Serbia and France.

An analysis protocol was, therefore, elaborated by Kulturanova with the relevant input of the
rest of the partners. The protocol contained a set of rules and useful instructions for the
proper implementation of the analysis, including definition of questions, methods,
procedures and tools.

More specifically, the analysis includes the following activities:

The detailed data from the aforementioned activities are presented in Annexes, for your review.

Research Analysis
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Partner countries should collect at least three articles, papers and research studies related to the
topic of theatre for social inclusion, from their own countries or from an international level;
Partner countries should collect at least two case studies and best practices related to the
project topic, from their respective countries.

For the preparation and proper completion of seven distinctive short-scale literature review studies,
which were implemented by all members of the A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E. partnership, a research and case
studies collection template was designed and distributed by the WP1 lead partner, Kulturanova. This
template helped partners examine and present how theatre may be used as a tool for the social
inclusion of youth, drafting their short-scale analysis in a cohesive way.

After internal agreement, the distribution of the workload was agreed, as follows:

The final framework (WP1) will not only facilitate the clarification of the A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E. Methodology
for developing the self-esteem and confidence of youngsters, but can also serve as basis for the
validation of their experiences and so act as a therapeutic tool. Thus, given its importance, the WP1
could not be considered as completed without a literature review, which draws the broader picture
of theatre for social inclusion in all partner countries.

Partners’ research contribution was more than beneficial for the project objective, in this direction. All
four partner organisations showed their extensive experience in the field, such as their research
skills by providing a rich variety of academic papers, publications, research projects, case studies and
good practices.

Therefore, in an effort to sum up the extensive literature review - presented thoroughly in Annex 1 –
some of the most notable conclusions are presented, as follows:
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A1. Literature Review

In terms of academic research:

⋄ The article "Theatre for resilience and inclusion of
migrant adolescents in secondary schools" (p.22) was  
interesting in that it puts forward the use of theatre
as a tool to make schools safer and more inclusive,
with the concrete example of the integration of
young migrants into school classes.
⋄ "Theatre from the passage – (artistic) values and
(social) profit" (p.51) brings insight into the historical,
artistic, professional and multi-level development of
one very important theatre community in Slovakia.
It provides an example of how the connection of
art, theatre, education, personal and institutional
development and cooperation can contribute to
the integration of disadvantaged groups.
⋄  "Per.Art: Creating a common history" (p. 44) is an
organisation that has people with disabilities in the
core of the organisation itself.
⋄ "Social theatre in inclusion practices for migrant women in Italy"
(p.36) provides a comprehensive picture of social theatre in Italy
for the inclusion of women. With a huge research on practices
and an historical overview of the migration phenomenon, the
author guides the reader through the development of
migration and theatre in the last 50 years in Italy.

In terms of good practices:

⋄ On average, over the last 5 years, 70 to 80% of
young people who have experienced Classe Départ
(p.26) find their way back to autonomy, training or
employment at the end of the programme.
⋄ ERROR – International Festival of Homeless Theatres
(p.55) - the only International festival of homeless
theatres in Europe - offers the general public an
extraordinary opportunity to see theatre groups and
performances that are usually very rarely possible to
see. Festival visitors can meet disadvantaged or
vulnerable people in a very different role than they are
used to.
⋄ The project REACT (Refugee Engagement And
Integration Through Community Theatre) (p.42)- is a
good way for social inclusion because is a work between
people from the host society and people from not EU
country, and is actually an inclusive activity. On the stage,
people are free to express themselves, and this activity
helps to be open minded and mentally free. This is a
good way for a social inclusion, especially refugees.
⋄ Theatre of youth “Mišolovka” (p.46) are drama
workshops aim at the psychophysical
development of children and young people.



the A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E project, its partners, objectives, target groups, the forthcoming intellectual
outputs, and other activities to be organised;
the objective behind the organization of each of Focus Group, and the importance of their
participation and contribution.

Confidentiality: because of the fact that participants shared important and often sensitive
personal information, only the researchers should have access to participant responses.
Data protection: participants was assured that no information will be publicly reported that would
identify them as a participant in the research.
Right to withdraw: the partnership indicated that participants understand the nature and
purpose of the research and that they may withdraw from the procedure at any time.
Consent: people agreed to participate in the research of their own free will, by written consent or
verbal consent that was recorded.

At the second stage of the research activity, the project demanded the implementation of four
distinctive national Focus Groups (FGs) with drama educators, theatre staff, actors, academia members
and youth facilitators. The purpose of the FGs was to discuss with the participants both about the
project objectives, activities, estimated results, but mainly to collect feedback from them – based on
their own professional experiences – that could be used to draft the methodological framework.

With regards to the methodology and the development of the interviews with the participants,
Kulturanova - coordinating partner of WP1 - designed and introduced to the partners a set of
detailed guidelines on how to run the FGs.

The next step to the development of FGs started with the identification of potential participants to be
interviewed, based on each partner’s business contacts, but also taking into consideration the
expert’s network and position and previous relevant experience.

The FGs were deliberately kept as small groups with up to 10 participants per country in order to
have an open discussion guided by a Moderator and to generate rich debate with no participants left
out. Although it would be better for the groups to meet in the same, physical place, in the case of
A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E project, partners decided to organise their meetings online taking into consideration
the Covid-19 situation and the fact that participants were residing in different locations.

Once the participants were identified, invitations were mainly sent via e-mail in order to introduce:

The WP coordinator provided a common reporting template, a set of guidelines and consent forms
to be distributed to the FGs participants.

The consent form covered issues such as:

The partners prepared a predefined set of questions and used open-ended questions that avoid a
“yes” or “no” response. The set of selected questions and the methodology behind the question plan
were very useful during the final stage of the Focus Groups, Analysis and Reporting.
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A2. Focus Group - Validation



The questions that were used to generate the discussion were the following:

QUESTION 1 
Have you worked or are you currently working with young people? If yes, do they
belong to a specific category in need of inclusion (marginalised youth, NEETs,
migrants/refugees etc.)?

QUESTION 2
What would you describe as the main challenges that youngsters face  today?

QUESTION 3
To your opinion, what skills do you need (or other people working with youth), in order
to be more effective and to help youngster to be included in society?

QUESTION 4
Have you used theatre-based methodologies and techniques up to now? If yes, give
us a brief description.

QUESTION 5
Are you aware of any success stories / good practices from your area or other
places, regarding the use of theatre as a tool for inclusion or as a methodology
to tackle social challenges? If yes, give a description and do you think it is transferable
to your area?

QUESTION 6
You can proceed with any other question that might come up from the discussion in
order to understand or record specific opinions regarding the training needs of our
target group (youngsters and people working with youth)

QUESTION 7
Summary and comments from the interviewer?

WP1 | A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E
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Unstable and unpredictable future
Professional orientation
Discrimination in society/ labour market / human relations
Prejudices
Financial struggle
Lack of independence (also financial)
Not enough time with parents (especially for financially disadvantaged families)
Technology “addiction”
Social networks and social media impact
Social marginalisation
Low self-esteem
Precarious jobs
Individualism
Anxiety, stress and mental diseases
Climate change
Existential fear and uncertainty
Economic migration
Lack of social skills
Lack of understanding by seniors
Loneliness
Visibility and recognition
Sexuality
Lack of empathy
Not enough challenges and responsibilities
Work opportunities and conditions during Covid-19
Lack of communication between parents and youngsters
Lack of substantial integration of young people from minority groups
Too much pressure from the society
Lack of confidence in themselves (in their personal and professional skills), low self-esteem,
problems with their physical appearance

Main challenges for young people
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A3. Research on the
application areas



Mental health awareness
Support/motivation skills
Conflict resolution skills
Engagement skills
Tolerance of cultural differences and clashes
Teaching of marketing abilities for youth professional development
Skill of managing and finding resources
Constant evolvement of educational skills (new disciplines / stay up to date)
Empathy
Diplomacy (on how to approach the youth)
Patience
Building trust
Cooperation and cocreation
Respecting their opinion, no overpowering
Communicate the feelings
Adjustment of working methods, tasks and goals to youths needs
Openness
Group leading skills
Organisational skills
Multidisciplinarity
Fundraising needs for inclusive theatre productions
Dialogue with experts (e.g. phycologists when needed)
Familiarising with the correct terminology for approaching youngsters
Literacy on politically correct language for minorities
Flexibility

Educational skills for better youth inclusion
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Impro theatre: theatre with improvisations where most of the activities are without script

and are unplanned

Forum theatre: also called Theatre of the Oppressed, where the audience can stop the

performance and change it the way they want

Interactive puppet theatre: puppetry play based on learning and using different materials

where children and parents can take part and interact together

Psychodrama: an action method, often used as a psychotherapy, in which people use

spontaneous dramatization, role playing, and dramatic self-presentation*
Clown technique: clownery and humor exercises for people with down syndrome

Special use of costumes: to impress and attract youth attention

Dance therapy and somatic dance: use of movement to promote emotional, social,

cognitive, and physical integration**
Dramatherapy: using theatre techniques to facilitate personal growth and promote mental health

Communication exercises through physical theater

Imitation: the act of copying

Environmental theatre: create a stage with people and put on a show, but all the

spectators and the young people (who will be the actors) will be able to go anywhere in this

space and create – based on script – new dialogues, drawing inspiration from the audience

Maieutic method: the ideas come from the people participating

List of theatre-based methodologies, techniques and definitions

Note : This is only an indicative list of theatre techniques and methodologies proposed by our group of
experts (drama educators, actors, directors etc.) through their participation in the needs analysis activities.
Each theatre method can be used and adapted according to the needs of some specific target groups.
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A4. Finalisation of Literature Review 
and Methodological Framework

Summarising up the qualitative results and findings of the above mentioned research activities, which
took place in the context of WP1 needs analysis of the A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E project, the partnership came
up with the following results regarding the most beneficial theatre-based approaches for youth social
inclusion purposes.

* Goodtherapy (05-16-2016), "Psychodrama" | https://www.goodtherapy.org/learn-about-therapy/types/psychodrama 
** Verywellmind (07-09-2021), "What is dance therapy?"  | https://www.verywellmind.com/dance-therapy-and-eating-
disorder-treatment-5094952  

https://www.goodtherapy.org/learn-about-therapy/types/psychodrama
https://www.verywellmind.com/dance-therapy-and-eating-disorder-treatment-5094952


Playing each in their mother tongue: mixing actors, trainers and immigrants; mixing the

sound of different languages

Participatory theatre: mixing people from working class or from different neighbourhoods

DAS Theatre Feedback Method: based on objective analysis and commentaries of the work

itself, regardless of its likeability or appeal

Process drama: a method of teaching and learning where both students and teachers are

working in and out of role***
Documentary theatre: integrating pre-existing documentary material

Organisation of feedback sessions: (1) after the performance, through discussions with

the audience, and (2) after the workshops, or even after a certain period of working together

has passed, reflecting on the tasks, achievements and on what could be improved

Devised theatre approach: a process in which the whole creative team develops a show

collaboratively (definition by John Walton)****
Newspaper theatre: a theatre of the oppressed practice in which a newspaper article (or

articles) is dramatized into a theatrical performance*****
Involvement of eye contact exercises: an exercise that invites observation, which is the

beginning of good listening

Storytelling: the social and cultural activity of sharing stories, sometimes with improvisation,

theatrics or embellishment
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*** Arts on the move, "Process Drama" | https://www.artsonthemove.co.uk/education/process-drama.php
**** The Theatre Times (09-28-2016), "What is Devise Theatre?" | https://thetheatretimes.com/what-is-devised-theatre/
***** ImaginAction, "Newspaper Theatre" | https://imaginaction.org/media/our-methods/theatre-of-the-oppressed-
2/newspaper-theatre

https://www.artsonthemove.co.uk/education/process-drama.php
https://thetheatretimes.com/what-is-devised-theatre/
https://imaginaction.org/media/our-methods/theatre-of-the-oppressed-2/newspaper-theatre


A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E. Methodology Framework

Educational Skills

1 Support and Motivation Skills

2 Engagement Skills

3 Empathy

4 Tolerance of (cultural) differences

5 Mental health awareness and sensitivity

6 Group-leading skills

7 Respecting others' opinion

8 Openness

9 Cooperation and co-creation

10 Building trust

Theatre-based Methodologies and Techniques

1 Devised Theatre

2 Improvisational Theatre

3 Theatre of the Oppressed

4 Dramatherapy

5 Dance therapy

6 Psychodrama

7 Interactive Puppet Theatre

8 Community Theatre

As a result of experts’ valuable feedback and literature review contribution, the 10
educational skills identified as the most significant ones for drama educators and youth
workers, and the 8 most cited, proposed and referred theatre-based methodologies
and techniques for the social inclusion of youngsters, in the context of the
A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E Project – Methodology Framework are:

A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E. 
Methodology Framework
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Note: This is only a numerical list, and it does not represent the priority of some answers. The
production of this framework was based on the frequency and the repetition of answers provided by
experts or of literature citations, in the context of the research analysis of the A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E. project.
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1.1.a.  Theatre to Foster an Inclusive perspective

Country France

Author(s) Claire de Saint-Martin and Marie Astier

Official
citation

Saint Martin, C. & Astier, M. (2021). “Le théâtre pour éveiller un regard inclusif.” Revue
francophone de la déficience intellectuelle, 31, 14–23. |

https://doi.org/10.7202/1085198ar

Descriptio
n /

Summary

Theatre and theatrical practice facilitate the social integration of persons with
intellectual disability. But does this integration entail inclusion? What are the

conditions for this art to prompt a more inclusive gaze? This article addresses these
questions through a dramaturgical analysis of a show performed by people with

disabilities. It also draws on the results of a collaborative research conducted during
an inclusive theatre workshop. Theatre and theatrical practice can contribute to the

uptake of a more inclusive gaze, provided that it does not lock up people with
intellectual disability into situations of disability, and provided that it offers a genuine

artistic creation.

Level Local and Regional

 Quotation

"Theatre, from the Greek theâtron (the place from which to see), only exists when there is a
boundary between those who watch and those who are watched. At ARIA, all the courses
lead to a public performance. This choice is not anecdotal: it means that without an
audience, there is no theatre. The public eye can therefore be a factor of inclusion. The
researchers wonder under what conditions, because showing is not enough to change the
way people look at things.”

"These companies participate in making disability situations visible and acceptable. {...}
Theatrical activities and artistic proposals including people with disabilities are often used
as a means to defend a category of stigmatised people. However, as their political objective
is to denounce the limits of disability care and to assert the need to include people with
disabilities in society, the actors are, so to speak, condemned to play their own roles."

ANNEX 1
Research and Case-Studies 
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1. France |  ALTER EGO (X)
1.1. Articles and Research

https://doi.org/10.7202/1085198ar


 Quotation

"{...} These companies advocate for a more inclusive society, but do not allow the
audience to see the actors on stage in an inclusive way, as the shows lock them into a
'disabled' role where they can only play what they are. The actors take part and
contribute to the visibility of disability. The approach is meant to be egalitarian and
equitable, ensuring access to an ordinary living environment, but is their recognition
really part of an inclusive movement? In order to be seen in an inclusive way, people
with ID should be able to play all types of roles. "

"While overtly militant shows tend to make their actors people with disabilities capable
of overcoming their social condition, more experimental proposals show them as artists
participating in the renewal of their art. We agree with Deghima (2017) who mentions
that it is more "this type of performance [that] contributes to changing the image of
people with disabilities and to changing the sometimes negative representations of this
type of audience" (p. 114). Yet the reception of these shows is often ambiguous,
perpetuating a tension between the artistic and the social."

"Carrying out theatre projects with people with disabilities can contribute to changing
the social representations attached to ID. This awakening of the inclusive gaze is
however subject to conditions. If theatrical practice is considered as a means to serve
people with ID, this perspective cannot be achieved because the difficulties
encountered will always be analysed in the light of the disability. If, on the other hand,
theatre is no longer a medium, but becomes an art in the service of people with ID, the
way they are viewed may be modified, since they will then be seen as actors in their own
right. By conducting genuine artistic research, they also contribute to a renewal of
theatrical forms. Between theatre and disability, the movement goes both ways."

"The embodiment of a character, the elaboration of a truly collective work, the
consideration of each body, attitude, presence on the stage as an artistic proposal open
the inclusive view of the actors who can work together. The audience can then witness
an artistic creation that awakens their own inclusive gaze."

Link https://id.erudit.org/iderudit/1085198ar

Contact Details Claire de Saint Martin  :clairesm1709@hotmail.fr

Considerations to be
included in the Literature

Review Study

This article explores the concept of inclusion, particularly in the theatrical
context. It is interesting in that it gives a sense of the approach we are taking here.
One of the contributions of this research lies in the fact that we did not consider
people as citizens to be integrated, but as people who act. This position led
us to consider the value of knowing the people themselves, who live in situations of
disability and who make theatre. It contributed to a better understanding of what
they experience and what they want. Another contribution of this research is
mainly information about the different implicit, but fundamental dimensions of the
practice. This information has allowed us to identify conditions that promote a
successful experience.
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1.1.b.  Theatre for resilience and inclusion of migrant adolescents in secondary schools

Country France

Author(s) Yamur Gökduman, Júlia de Freitas Girardi, Gesine Sturm

Official citation
Gökduman, Y., De Freitas Girardi, J., & Sturm, G. (2020), "Le théâtre au service de la

résilience et l’inclusion des adolescents migrants au collège", Rhizome, (N° 78), p. 18-19.
DOI : 10.3917/rhiz.078.0018.

Description /
Summary

Plurality Theatre is a technique developed by the Sherpa team (Sherpa University
Institute: research infrastructure financed by the Quebec Society and Culture research

fund and by the Ministry of Health and Social Services) for working with migrant
adolescents in a school context. Inspired by playback theatre and the theatre of

the oppressed, this technique aims at creating  a space of trust and safety for
participants to tell their stories through theatrical exercises.

 
Each session starts with some exercises, such as work with the body, listening to the

other, presence in the space, use of the voice, work as a group. In a second stage, they
are invited to tell stories around very open topics, which sometimes lead them to

evoke strong memories and to share strong emotions. Topics can encompass a lot of
things such as things they like, ceremonies, friends, family, the journey, the night,

goodbyes, a song they like, their name, the languages they speak,... Then, with the help
of the facilitators, the teenagers organise themselves to perform a scene they have

chosen as a group, in front of the others.

Level National

 Quotation

"In a series of weekly workshops, teenagers from the groups in the schools participating in
the study develop, act out and transform stories dealing with topics such as the
complexity of their trajectories, intercultural and linguistic diversity, life at school
and peer relationships, the difficulties of integration and living together."

“The proposal of a caring and secure space within the school is of great interest, allowing
young people to find the strength and connection to support each other individually.”

“By sharing their sometimes very personal and difficult stories, they were able to create
bounds together, but also with their teachers who could help them feel less alone and
express their needs.”

“The play space allowed the pupils to enrich their experiences about school, to show
themselves more as a "subject" than as a "pupil". Listening, respecting others and helping
each other are encouraged throughout the games. This also makes it possible to address
the issue of cultural difference.”

Link https://www.cairn.info/revue-rhizome-2020-4-page-18.htm
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Contact Details
Yagmur Gökduman : yagmurgkdmn@hotmail.com

 Gesine Sturm : gesine.sturm@gmail.com

Considerations to be
included in the

Literature Review
Study

This article was interesting in that it puts forward the use of theatre as a tool to make
schools safer and more inclusive, with the concrete example of the integration of
young migrants into school classes. Theatre also has an impact in shaping another
vision regarding the role and the place of the school; to be considered more as a
school for life to become a citizen of the society, than as something hard and that we
must attend.

To be stimulated by a creative practice as a path to resilience. It appears relevant
to consider the ties one’s can make between the concept of creation, especially in the
theatre field, and resilience. Creation can be seen as a way to discoveries and self
deployment. According to Boris Cyrulnick, resilience lies at the border between
the psychic and the social, and implies a certain number of psychic capacities
such as sublimation, altruism and humour. Many aspects we can find in theatre.

The facilitator is of course teaching a methodology however he/she/they is/are first of
all here to support at different levels. The relationship between teachers and pupils
changed thanks to empathic ways.

Some key words we should keep in mind: interculturation, inclusion, acknowledgement
of difference and singularity.
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1.1.c.  Insertion through culture: a non-evident articulation under co-construction

Country France

Author(s) Sylvie Rouxel

Official citation Rouxel, S. (2011) "L’insertion par la culture : une articulation en co-construction… qui
ne va pas de soi !", Les Cahiers du travail social, N°65, 9-17.

Description / Summary

In this article, Sylvie Rouxel tries to understand how a form of cooperation
between the social field and the artistic field, two different professional logics,

is set up.
 

From the point of view of social workers, the artistic and cultural project allows for
the revaluation and self-esteem, but also transforms the relationship between

professionals, institutions and users. However, budgetary commitments are often
cautious, as culture is often considered not as a priority, but as a supplement. As
for cultural workers, they often turn to social work in order to finance cultural or

artistic projects, even if they remain mostly suspicious of the association of the
two terms "culture" and "integration", the latter often referring to an

instrumentalising ideology, not in line with their values.
 

Culture can then be understood as a device used for political purposes, or it can be
understood as an instrument of emancipation, allowing to give meaning to
existence and to accompany the public towards autonomy, with common

objectives of freedom of expression, participation and involvement (individual and
collective) in society.

Level National

 Quotation

"Either on the one hand culture can be understood as a means of insertion, entering
into an instrumentalised and professionalised device for political purposes, for
professional insertion. Theatre, for example, is "a tool for employment" to "know how to
speak well in a job interview situation" and, in this case, culture is an instrument of
social control. Or culture is a "tool-medium" allowing to give meaning to existence and
to accompany the public towards autonomy: culture is an instrument of emancipation."

"These two models of interpretation encountered in the field of "integration through
culture" are to be considered as intentionally exaggerated tendencies in which actions
and projects can be observed. There are two ways of understanding and seeing the
other. On the one hand, for the social worker, "culture" is not always seen as a "priority"
for his or her users, but rather as a supplement, "the icing on the cake", with a distant
and inaccessible representation of the world of arts and culture, a "not for me" attitude;
on the other hand, among artists and cultural workers, an "ignorance-distrust-distance"
from the field of social work, sometimes accompanied by a certain contempt for social
workers, contempt and attraction due to the fact that very often the world of culture
approaches social work in order to finance cultural or artistic projects. "
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 Quotation

"This process is linked to aesthetic solidarity, insofar as it is developed in a specific framework
(the cultural action project) with actors sharing the same intention (to cooperate and co-
construct together - social worker, artist and social subjects) with a view to common objectives
(empowerment and appropriation of social reality)."

"The symbolic capacity is decisive in cultural and artistic appropriation: it is the capacity to
transform the world and to appropriate it. It is the capacity that we have to be able to put
meaning on a fact, an action, an object other than its original meaning." / "The stakes in this
case are political, ideological and institutional, because cultural action becomes a means of
self-esteem, emancipation, empowerment, participation and involvement (individual and
collective) in the city."

"Through artistic expression, which mobilises the expression of the senses, it is a question of
giving meaning to individual and social existence, in order to project oneself into the future, to
be able to anticipate, to think the world in its absence. Through cultural and artistic practice
and action, it is a matter of understanding and grasping reality and making it one's own."

Link http://www.irts-fc.fr/00COM/00TEL/05R/01_CTS/cts_65.pdf

Contact Details Sylvie Rouxel : sylvie.rouxel@lecnam.net

Considerations to
be included in the
Literature Review

Study

This paper is interesting regarding ANTYGONE and the use of Theatre as a tool for social
inclusion as it broadens the view of our topic, considering a more general overview of
the complex relationship between social work and cultural and artistic work. It’s

interesting to consider the different perspectives, discrepancies and convergences, of
stakeholders the project is about to target, such as social workers, theatre and cultural

workers, and public policies.
 

Also it questions the differences between the terms of “insertion” and “inclusion”, that we
should bare in mind during the implementation of the project.
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1.2.a. Classe Départ (Starting Class)

Country, city/region
France : Arras,  Béthune, Guyencourt and Roubaix (Hauts-de-France),

Avignon (Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur),

Description

Starting class is a 7-month social and artistic experience that enables
12 to 14 disadvantaged young people to define their individual

personal and professional projects, within the framework of a
group project. Through an artistic practice, to give back to this group

a form of self-esteem and the desire to rebuild society, to develop
behavioural and citizenship skills and a societal awareness, first in a

small group, then on a larger scale.
Throughout the 7 months participants benefit from trainings in dance,

singing and theatre led by several artists as well as a follow-up to
support them in their inclusion into the professional world. At the end

of the whole process, a performance is created.

Target audience
Young people aged 18 to 25 who have dropped out of school - neither

in employment nor in education and with no career plans

Good practice level Local

Responsible organisation L'ENVOL - CENTRE D'ART ET DE TRANSFORMATION SOCIALE

Type of organisation Private organisation (association loi 1901)

Involved organisations and
stakeholders

 

Timescale - Dates Repeating, depending on the city where it takes place

Results
On average, over the last 5 years, 70 to 80% of young people who
have experienced Classe Départ find their way back to autonomy,

training or employment at the end of the programme.

Budget and financing A mix between both national private and public funding

Transferability  
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Website https://classedepart.com

Contact Details
Gaétan Homerin, Administrator and Development manager of L’ENVOL -

CENTRE D’ARTS ET DE TRANSFORMATION SOCIALE :
ghomerin@cats-lenvol.com

Media (photos, infographic etc.) https://vimeo.com/365267466 password : classedepart3

Consideration as a Good Practice

It is such a good example for ANTYGONE project as the target is the
same as the one we address. Moreover, the focus on the support in the

future career plan should be something done in the frame of ANTYGONE.
 

Finally in terms of methodology, there is a relevant point in this
example. Indeed in order to create the final texts of the performance,

participants are asked to take notes and write information and texts on a
booknote throughout the experience. Almost at the end (month 5 or 6)

an artist (author) takes time to write a text for each participant. This
appears to be deeply interesting in the relationship between

professional artists and non-professionals.
Even if this experience is first led towards young disadvantaged people, it

is also a way for professional artists to nourish themselves and enrich
their practices.
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1.2.b. L'École des Actes (Acts School)

Country, city/region France : Aubervilliers  (Île-de-France)

Description

L’École des Actes was created in 2017 by La Commune, one of the 38
National Drama Centres in France. It is located in a suburban area near

Paris, with a high rate of migration and a particularly intercultural
population.

 
Initiated as an experimental and militant micro-institution, sort of political

and philosophical school, it provides free workshops during weekdays
and aims at gathering youths that usually don’t have the opportunity to

meet : the “intellectual youth”, the “migrant youth”, the “urban and
popular youth” - participants being not exclusively attached to one

specific group. “Notre désir est de travailler à réunir des jeunesses
aujourd’hui séparées et qui s’ignorent totalement.” - “Our desire is to
work towards the reunion of youths which are today separated and

which totally ignore each other”.
 

During the workshops, participants start discussions from their own
individual experiences and languages, around a chosen topic - often
around rights, theatre, work and history, facilitating new hypotheses

linked to those questions raised by community life.
 

Once all the ideas are gathered during the workshop, they organise
Public Assemblies to broaden the discussion. Those Assemblies then give

birth to a written production : Manifestos.

Target audience
Open to all : participants are mainly unaccompanied minors, workers,
migrants mainly from Africa and Asia, militants, artists, out-of-school

youngsters.

Good practice level Local

Responsible organisation La Commune - CDN (Centre Dramatique National) d'Aubervilliers

Type of organisation Private Organisation (association)

Involved organisations and
stakeholders

 

Timescale - Dates On-going

Results
Birth of artistic projects and publication of manifestos.

No specific results seem to have been published.
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Budget and financing
Mainly public funding (Préfecture déléguée à l’égalité des chances,

OFII, Conseil départemental de Seine-St-Denis, Ville d’Aubervilliers), but
also private funding and sponsoring (ENGIE).

Transferability  

Website https://www.lacommune-aubervilliers.fr/ecole-des-actes/

Contact Details

Judith Balso, directrice pédagogique
Victorine Grataloup, directrice adjointe

(victorine.grataloup@ecoledesactes.org)
Julien Machillot, philosophe

Fatoumata Traoré, assistante pédagogique et administrative
(ecole.commune@gmail.com / +33622537677)

Media (photos, infographic etc.)  

Consideration as a Good Practice

This project is interesting for ANTYGONE because of the methodology
used during the workshops. It enables every individual

participant, from his or her own individual experience and
perception, to share, at a collective level, ideas about how to

better live in community with topics concerning socially
disadvantaged people (migrants, out-of-school youngsters,...).

 
The school uses theatre as a way of freeing voices : “It is also a question

of disjoining speech and shame, speech and fear. It's about putting into
practice the emotion of friendship, trust and demand. Because we live in a
world where speech is constantly subject to criticism, ridicule and shame.
We need to be able to start sentences that we will not be able to finish, we

need to find other ways of speaking to everyone, other addresses, including
on the level of the body, of sensitivity. It is also a question of knowing how

thought can have an audience and not only in the form of the written word
and the book.”
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1.2.c. Lycéens Citoyens, sur les chemins du théâtre (High school citizens, on the pathways of
theatre)

Country, city/region
France : Paris (Île-de-France), Nantes (Pays de la Loire), Strasbourg and

Reims (Grand Est)

Description

Lycéens Citoyens, sur les chemins du théâtre is a programme of
inclusion and equal opportunities through artistic and cultural

education (EAC) for high school students. Created in 2013 by the
Theatre La Colline (Paris), it has now expanded to four new territories
(Paris, Strasbourg, Nantes and Reims). It aims to create links between
young people who, because of their educational orientation, would

have little chance of coming together.

Target audience

Promoting social diversity, Lycéens Citoyens enables young people
from vocational and general secondary schools to discover and
practice theatre together. Two classes, one from a vocational or

technical high school and the other from a general school, are paired
up to receive support throughout the year. Teachers who participate in
the programme with their classes receive a two-day training with their

partner theatre beforehand.
 

It results with the commissioning of a text from a contemporary
playwright, resulting in a touring show specially created for the

programme and performed in the partner high schools. Based on this
show, an immersion residency in each theatre is organised and an
amplified spectator pathway is created during which the pupils are
invited to develop their critical thinking, experiment with theatrical

practice through workshops and discover shows.

Good practice level National / Regional / Local

Responsible organisation La Colline - Théâtre National  (Paris)

Type of organisation Public, governmental organisation

Involved organisations and
stakeholders

- Théâtre National de Strasbourg, Alsace
- Grand T, Théâtre de Loire-Atlantique

- La Comédie, Centre dramatique national de Reims

Timescale - Dates Repeating

Results Final shows played by classes in duo, touring, press release
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Budget and financing Public funding, sponsoring

Transferability  

Website
https://www.colline.fr/publics/lyceens-citoyens-sur-les-chemins-du-

theatre

Contact Details
Sophie Garnier, in charge of Public Relations in Theatre La Colline :

01 44 62 52 21 | s.garnier@colline.fr

Media (photos, infographic etc.)  

Consideration as a Good Practice

Lycéens Citoyens is a solid example for ANTYGONE on how to
engage participants from different social backgrounds in

collective artistic work and enhance various awareness points ;
how to be together, create a safe space for everyone in order to
work collectively, over our inequalities and without reproducing

them.
 

Their methodology towards youth considering both the individual
level and the collective level is an interesting example of what can be
done in order to preserve disadvantaged youth from essentialism or

uniformisation.
 

Their training session between class teachers and theatre partner
workers beforehand is a good example of cooperation between
cultural and social sectors, to whom feedback can be useful to

ANTYGONE social, youth, and  cultural workers.
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2.1.a.  Walter Orioly and Theatre Therapy

Country Italy

Author(s) Walter Orioly, interviewed  by psychiatryonline.it

Official citation
psychiatryonline.it (09-18-2012) "Intervista a Walter Orioli, psicologo, esperto di

teatroterapia" | http://www.psychiatryonline.it/node/1017

Description / Summary

Theatre Therapy is a specific method based on the use of all performing art
processes and aims to promote the psycho-physical, cognitive, emotional and
relational integration of the individual, developing and improving the quality of

life through teamwork.
 

What is the definition of theatre therapy? It is the staging of one's own
experiences, within a group, with the support of psychoanalytic culture and
the rudiments of stage presence, derived from the work of the actor; it mainly
consists in knowing oneself, starting from one's emotions and how these are
expressed by the body.

What does mean pre-expressive work? The actor's work on himself:
learning to walk, jump, sing, dance, act in the space with a deep awareness of
his own body in the present moment. In pre-expressive work, the body is
perceived as an exploration’s tool, a land to look after, in order to be fruitful.

What are the purposes of the theatre therapy session? The goal of the
sessions is to purify the relationship between body, voice, mind and spirit in
the relationship with each other, others and oneself, in order to preserve the
known masks and develop other mythologies. Usually, the effects of group
sessions continue to produce an internal dialogue on the individual, even after
the session.

How does theatre therapy work? It acts mainly through the representation
of improvised characters, an inexhaustible source of unconscious whimsies.

In which areas is theatre therapy applied? The therapy is especially
suitable for unstructured neurotic subjects, who can discover lost abilities, but
also for "border line" cases. In depressions, as in forms of autism, the theater
slowly opens gaps of communication that are the prelude to change. In the
rehabilitation field with prisoners, drug addicts, disabled, blind, elderly people,
the theater is used for resocialization purposes, as the theatrical activity brings
the subject back into contact with spontaneity, helping him to redeem himself
from the fears of the past.
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Description / Summary

Is planned a final performance? We don’t work in order to show the final
product to the audience, but to grow and get to know each other better.
Sometimes, these "performative transitions" are so beautiful and spectacular
that we show them to an audience educated to understand the process.

Can serious diseases be "cured" with theatre therapy? With theatre
therapy, as with music therapy and art therapy, we try to intervene on the
healthy part of the person. Our task is to strengthen subjective rituals, making
them shareable in the group, even if they are psychotic symptoms.

The theatrical fiction carried out in the form of psycho-physical research on
gesture, the sound of the voice, freedom and the constraint of movement in
space, often puts the actor-patient in contact with his unconscious
counterpart, the female one in man and masculine in woman.

Level National

 Quotation

"Acting is a game to reveal, at least in part, the weakness and strength of the
internal symbolic world. It is played in the intermediate area, a space - that

Winnicott says - placed between the interior and exterior of the individual; in
this setting of expressive freedom, we can do everything, even to be more

real."

Link http://www.psychiatryonline.it/node/1017

Contact Details  

Considerations to be
included in the Literature

Review Study

This document is important because it gives us a different perspective, a
different way to use performing art techniques to “cure” and “rehabilitate”
specific kind of people. Everyone can use this method: professional actors,
ordinary people or disadvantaged persons, and it works with all of them.
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2.1.b.  Playing Inclusion. The Performing Arts in the Time of Migrations: Thinking, Creating and
Acting Inclusion

Country Italy

Author(s) Roberta Carpani and Giulia Innocenti Malini

Official citation

Carpano, R. & Innocenti Malini, G. (2019). “Playing Inclusion. The
Performing Arts in the Time of Migrations: Thinking, Creating and Acting

Inclusion.” Comunicazioni sociali. Journal of Media, Performing Arts and
Cultural Studies

Description / Summary

The issue of migration, due to its strong cultural relevance, offers a
preferential focus for analyzing the post-dramatic, performative and

social polyvalence of contemporary theatricality and transversally reveals
a widespread, though often not concerted, commitment to act locally in

research. of an inclusive society.
 

Performing arts and techniques are adopted to support and encourage
social inclusion with migrants. There are different working groups: some
created by the administrative procedures for handling migrants, such as
the reception structures (the SPRAR, Protection System for Asylum
Seekers and Refugees, and the CAS, Extraordinary Reception Centers),
the schools, and the Prefectures. Some groups are generated by
professional artistic projects, and finally, other groups are born out of the
civic society, mostly as expression of Italian or foreign community cultural
associations. One particular case of grouped is presented by the inter-
professional teams set up to support these activities and which
experiment with innovative forms of collaboration among different
sectors and services of the social and cultural sphere. These group’s
experiences are typically part of much wider networks than customary
artistic groups. They involve many different public and private players
coming from the arts and culture sectors but also from education,
migrant communities, administration, politics and civic society, different
branches of local services and policies, stimulated to cooperate.
Innovative networks are thus generated and operate through multi-
sector and multi-dimensional projects where the performative practices
are only one of the many components at play. A second trait these
performative processes have in common is the fact that they include all
the arts considered performative, such as dance, music, theatre and
singing, but also performative practices such as play, feasts, rites,
ceremonies and sport. 
We can distinguish between cultural reproduction processes and
cultural production processes. The first ones are based on traditional
forms of which they emphasis the value of individual cultural identity,
showing a desire to share it and divulge it with a multicultural and
transcultural attitude. They produce a double intention: on the one hand,
they sustain and promote an identity, on the other hand they want to
communicate it, and in so doing they recognise the value of the gaze of
the other as the key of the self-recognition. The way these experiences
have been realised makes us think that they might be an occurrence of
the process of exchange of gifts and of reciprocities, which is at the
foundation of the social bond. 
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Description / Summary

There are then the cultural production processes, born out of the encounter
among different cultures and the resulting co-creations, where exchange,
invention, cross-fertilisation, and cultural transactions alter the original identities
and open themselves to creative innovation. In these processes it can often
happen that counter-narrative dramaturgies are created, expression of
interesting and innovative imaginaries.

Level National

 Quotation

The intercultural processes satisfy the three requirements: 
1) the right to equality independently from cultural, religious, linguistic and ethnic

origin; 
2) the right to recognition and acceptance of differences; 

3) promoting a positive interaction between people belonging to different
cultures. 

 
The intercultural approach enhances the value of contact, communication and

relationships among people of different origins, building on the common bonds
rather than on the discrepancies and considering diversity a resource.

Link
http://www.socialcommunitytheatre.com/it/eventi/in-uscita-playing-inclusion-the-

performing-arts-in-the-time-of-migrations/8597/

Contact Details  

Considerations to be
included in the Literature

Review Study

This book is important because is a collection of essays written by sociologists,
psychologists, artists, social theater experts and facilitators, who describe and

analyse with their different points of view and methodologies some experiences
in which the performing arts and practices have as their object the complex

migratory phenomenon.
The publication does not focus so much on an evaluation of which approach or

methodology is most successful, but on an evaluation of the impact that a choral
of artistic, cultural and social processes obtains thanks to its plural nature. It is

evident that we are not dealing with an organised system, nor a stable network,
because neither external operators nor cultural actors themselves are often

aware of being part of a network. However, we believe that these experiences,
taken together, do a lot to integrate institutional measures and public service
interventions aimed at promoting widespread governance processes, where

subjects take direct responsibility for inclusion processes.
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2.1.c.  Social Theatre in Inclusion Practices for Migrant Women in Italy

Country Italy

Author(s) Martina Guerinoni

Official citation
Guerinoni, M. "IL TEATRO SOCIALE NELLE PRATICHE DI INCLUSIONE PER LE DONNE

MIGRANTI IN ITALIA", Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, XXXIII ciclo, a.a. 2019/20,
Milano | http://hdl.handle.net/10280/97828

Description /
Summary

The heart of the research is the investigation of performing arts and practices, and
especially of social theatre, whose methodology is particularly effective in the social
inclusion of migrant women, as it focuses more on processes than on products,

more on actions than on representations, more on the community than on the
audience, more on relationships than on mediations. The role of social theatre in
the practices of inclusion for migrant women is investigated in particular in the context

of the Metropolitan City of Milan, in the face of an accurate mapping of the most
significant projects that use media, arts, performance and culture for the inclusion of

migrants, carried out in connection with the University Research project
Migrations|Mediations and with the PRIN project Performing the social. In particular,
we get to highlight and discuss the critical issues of some social theatre experiences

with migrant women which, for different reasons, could not have a full realisation.

Level National

 Quotation

In 2016 the Mibact, then already led by Dario Franceschini, promoted the MigrArti call,
for the purpose, declares the minister, to "fill a culpable delay and promote knowledge

of the many cultures and different communities living in Italy".
The recipients of the call were "cinematographic and theatrical projects that have

contributed to the enhancement of cultures of immigrant populations in Italy, with a view to
development, comparison and intercultural dialogue". It was required, in addition, to

activate partnerships with entities that work with migrants, such as cooperatives and
communities, SPRAR (System of protection for asylum seekers and refugees) [now

SIPROIMI, ed.] and voluntary organisations.

Link http://hdl.handle.net/10280/97828

Contact Details Martina Guerinoni : martina.guerinoni@unicatt.it

Considerations to be
included in the

Literature Review
Study

This PHD thesis provides a comprehensive picture of social theatre in Italy for the
inclusion of women through theatre. With a huge literature and research on best

practices and an historical overview of the migration phenomenon in Italy, the author
is able to guide the reader through the development of migration and theatre in the

last 50 years in Italy, so to provide a clear framework for those who wants to use
theatre for the social inclusion of migrant women in Italy.
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2.2.a. Amazzone project

Country, city/region Italy : Palermo (Sicily)

Description

“Amazzone project” is the first international model of integration between
medicine and culture. The Amazzone practice operationally removes the
difference between healthy and sick. The expectations of healing and the

growth of the person go hand in hand. The humanistic and scientific activities
are dedicated to the global prevention of breast cancer and to support women

along the path of the disease, under the common sign of strengthening and
enhancing human resources as a means of struggle. Breast visits, scientific and
cultural seminars, performing art workshops, meetings with the psychologist,

initiatives in the urban and regional area, annually enrich a program that is
always in progress, aimed at restoring the mind-body circuit in the person,
interrupted not only for reasons of illness but also for the degenerations of

modern life.
Access to the location of the “Amazzone Centre” is open to women and families

of any age and condition without any distinction and without a medical
prescription.

Target audience General Audience

Good practice level Local

Responsible organisation Arlenika onlus cultural association

Type of organisation Non-profit Organisation / NGO

Involved organisations and
stakeholders

- Local and school associations and institutions
- Cultural council department

Timescale - Dates On-going

Results

The women that have been attended Amazzone Centre are optimistic, open
minded; they keep easily the focus, pay attention, are sensitive, love all kind of

arts and, above all, they play roles as if they were professional actresses,
working with great performer, director or choreographer. After 25 years of

activity the feedback are excellent.

Budget and financing
The project is self-financed. Sometimes supported by the cultural council

department
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Transferability

The method-practice can be transferable because the performing arts
practised by elderly women, especially who has or has had breast cancer,

(going hand in hand with the psychologist counselling and medical treatment)
have helped and nowadays help giving back them self-confidence. It's

important to organise the performing arts workshop in close collaboration with
medical support.

Website www.progettoamazzone.it

Contact Details 091.7407357 - info@progettoamazzone.it

Media (photos, infographic
etc.)

Video trailers: https://www.progettoamazzone.it/spettacoli/

Consideration as a Good
Practice

This good practice is excellent because is still in progress after 25 years. Many
elderlies have been attended classes or workshop, staging performance with

professional actors, forgetting their illness and getting better their health
condition.
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2.2.b. A not-school project-method

Country, city/region Italy : Ravenna (Emilia Romagna)

Description

“Teatro delle Albe” theatre company has been carrying on since 1991 the
pedagogical and theatrical practice of non-school, an extraordinary training

experience aimed at adolescents in relation to local and school associations and
institutions, which assumes the importance and recognition of a real educational

transition. Through a simple but effective practice such as listening, dialogue,
working with others, non-school constitutes a precious opportunity for discussion
through theater, stimulates the profound encounter between different heritages,
experiences, cultural values and fosters intercultural dialogue and social inclusion

through the recognition and enhancement of the multiple cultures that
characterize our contemporaneity.

Target audience General audience

Good practice level National

Responsible organisation “Teatro delle Albe” Theatre company

Type of organisation Non-Profit Organisation / NGO

Involved organisations
and stakeholders

- Local and school associations and institutions
- Altamane Italy Foundation

Timescale - Dates On-going

Results

This pedagogical and theatrical practice continues to be an experience with an
important characteristic of integration, multidisciplinary and cooperation. It

constitutes a precious opportunity for encounter and comparison, through the
theatre, between adolescents from extremely different contexts, stimulating them
to find their own unique vision and path, and to recognise the infinite possibilities
that "living art” has in reading the world that it surrounds us, beyond the barriers

between languages.

Budget and financing
The project is granted by local and school associations and institution; sometimes

foundations.

Transferability
The project can be transferable because in all of the European cities are

community of disadvantaged youngsters.

Website www.teatrodellealbe.com - www.olinda.org/portfolio/non-scuola/#
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Contact Details 0544/36239 - organizzazione@teatrodellealbe.com

Media (photos,
infographic etc.)

Photos: www.olinda.org/olinda-photo/
Video trailers: https://vimeo.com/375285249

Consideration as a Good
Practice

This method is excellent because is still in progress after 30 years. Many
youngsters from disadvantaged areas, or different kind of schools, in Italy or

abroad (Chicago, New York in USA, Dakar in Senegal, Caen and Limoges in France,
Rio de Janeiro in Brazil, Mons in Belgium and Nairobi in Kenya), have been

attended this “Not school” classes.
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2.2.c. Amunì project

Country, city/region Italy : Palermo (Sicily)

Description

Amunì project won a call from the Cultural Ministry in 2017 and 2018, and is a permanent
workshop to teach performing art techniques and arts’ jobs.  The goal is to arrange a

multiethnic theatre company. The participants are migrants, refugees, second generation
migrants (Now Italians) and who asks for asylum etc. The participants attend monthly classes

of 25-30 hours, upon a multidisciplinary artistic education (theatre, dance, music,
dramaturgy), a technical education (lighting engineering, stagecraft, sound design) and an

education in organising (communication, event coordinator,...)

Target audience General audience, except children

Good practice level National

Responsible
organisation

Babel Crew

Type of organisation Non-Profit Organisation / NGO

Involved organisations
and stakeholders

- Otto per Mille Chiesa Valdese (Religious organisation)
- Altamane Italy Foundation

Timescale - Dates From 2017, on-going

Results After the government found useful to organise the workshop and the final
performance, the play obtained an award and the theatre company are still working.

Budget and financing The project was granted by the Italian Government (Mibact - Cultural Ministry)

Transferability

The project can be transferable because in many European cities are community of
migrants or refugees, so it could be a good achievement trying to arrange a performing
art workshop and a final production with them. The work could be continuous if there

are funded and led by a right trainer/director.

Website www.babelcrew.org/eventi

Contact Details babelcrew@gmail.com - Giuseppe Provinzano +39 3332876472

Media (photos,
infographic etc.)

Video trailers of the performance: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MCoUmR4gx0U | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z2wT90UVD1c

Consideration as a
Good Practice

This project is good because there was an integration between the migrants and
the Italian actors. The company is still working and some of the migrants worked in

a new theatre production for the National Theatre.
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2.2.d. REACT (Refugee Engagement And integration through Community Theatre)

Country, city/region Italy : Palermo (Sicily) / European project

Description

Background, Goals & Objectives: The project uses the Community
Theatre as method to promote an intercultural dialogue

between refugees and host society, trying to avoid cultural and
linguistic barriers. REACT project tested and compared various

integrative and educational approaches in each partner country,
based on the Community Theatre method.  The goal was

developing an innovative and inclusive method suitable to
be used to integrate refugees in all over the EU.

 
REACT project goals: 

1) Using Theatre Community method as practice for social inclusion
2) Involving refugees and face relevant issues using new and

inclusive practice
3) Gaining good social cohesion considering the diversity

4) Achieving mutual tolerance and respect of the differences
between the refugees and the local community

5) Supporting the refugees to develop new skills and knowledge
helpful to integration process

Target audience General audience, except children

Good practice level European

Responsible organisation CS Danilo Dolci

Type of organisation Non-Profit Organisation / NGO

Involved organisations and
stakeholders

- Acta Community Theatre ltd (UK, coordinator)
- Stichting Rotterdams Wijktheater (Netherlands)

- CSC (Centro Per Lo Sviluppo Creativo Danilo Dolci) (Italy)

Timescale - Dates From 09-28-2016 to 09-27-2018
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Results

- An original final performance based on community theatre in three different
countries (partners)

- The production of a documentary about the project.
- Writing an handbook about the way to develop similar projects.

Budget and financing The project was granted by the European funds (DG EAC, Creative Europe)

Transferability
The practice/method could be transferable because mostly of the EU country
have a community of refugees that could be work with amateur performers or

professional trainers or professional theatre companies.

Website https://danilodolci.org/project/react/

Contact Details dario.ferrante@danilodolci.org

Media (photos, infographic etc.) https://danilodolci.org/keyword/react/page/2/

Consideration as a Good Practice

The project REACT is a good way for social inclusion because it is a work
between people from the host society and people from non-EU countries, and

actually this is an inclusive activity.
 

The participants use their artistic skills freely and, led by a professional
director/trainer, they can create something in a new land, with new and different

people. This is a great model to help the cohesion and break the barriers. On
stage, people are free to express themselves, and this activity helps them to
become open minded and mentally free. This is a very good way for a social

inclusion, especially for people like refugees. 
The performing art techniques are always a way to break the barriers and make

the people equal. 
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3.1.a.  Per.Art: Creating a Common History

Country Serbia

Author(s) Marijana Čanak

Official citation
Čanak M. on portaloinvalidnosti.net (10-27-2020), "Per.Art: Creating a Common
History" | http://portaloinvalidnosti.net/2020/10/per-art-stvaranje-zajednicke-

istorije/

Description / Summary

‘’Collective work, enthusiasm, respect, love, tolerance and solidarity are the
principles we cherish and survive.’’ / ‘’Per.Art is unique in its artistic work and in

the group of dedicated, brave and professional artists with and without
disabilities, in the work with whom I continuously learn to listen more and better

understand the world around me and the society in which we live.''
 

This article is an interview with the members of an organisation Per.Art, which is a
Novi Sad organisation that has been operating in the field of performing arts and

inclusion in culture for two decades. The organisation brings together young
people with intellectual disabilities, their parents and family members,

professional artists from the field of theatre, dance and visual arts, special
education teachers, other experts and volunteers.

Level Local

 Quotation

"In our work, we always start from the interests and needs of our members with
disabilities and create performances together, through dialogue and care for other
people's wishes and needs. It is something that does not change. One of the biggest
changes is the fact that, in recent years, we have been much more present on the
international scene of contemporary performing arts, that our shows have played at
festivals that are not specifically intended for the work of artists with disabilities, and
that our members are increasingly collaborating with artists from abroad. , so it
became quite natural for them. Also, the original work of artists with disabilities is
increasingly visible at our workshops and productions."

Link http://portaloinvalidnosti.net/2020/10/per-art-stvaranje-zajednicke-istorije/

Contact Details  

Considerations to be
included in the Literature

Review Study

This organization has people with disabilities in the core of the organisation it self
so the way they work is extremely important. 
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3.1. Articles and Research
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3.1.b.  Ibro Sakić: We do not establish authority by force, but by honesty

Country Serbia

Author(s) Sara Koprivica

Official citation
Koprivica, S. (03-2020) int. "Ibro Sakić: Ne postavljamo silom autoritet, već iskrenošću",

hocupozoriste.rs | https://hocupozoriste.rs/intervjui/ibro-sakic-ne-postavljamo-silom-
autoriter-vec-iskrenoscu

Description / Summary
This is an interview with Ibro Sakić on his work in Theatre of Youth

Mišolovka. It depicts close the way they work, technics they use and their
goals. All of which can be useful for A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E project.

Level Local

 Quotation

‘’Theaters, and cultural institutions in general, should open up much more to
young people and include them in various programs and as creators of cultural
content. I believe that this is the key to the progress and development of those
institutions. We should not think for the target group, but ask them what
they want, what bothers them and what their topics and problems are.''
‘’As for the reading material, I believe that it is much more interesting for
students to deal with it through drama and theatre work, because it engages
them on multiple levels. With the help of techniques and methods of applied
theater, even a math or biology lesson can be a performance. Theater and
drama can be very powerful tools. To us in Mišolovka, they are that, not the
goal.''
"It is important to say that the choice of the topic that the young actors dealt
with was not imposed, but was arrived at through research work, exercises,
improvisations and conversations during the workshops. It was surprising that
most of the workshop participants didn't even know who Anne Frank was - they
hadn't heard, hadn't read, or heard about the work, but didn't remember what
it was about, and which historical period it was about. Every doubt of ours was
thus resolved that it was our topic, and the process lasted several months. We
wanted to find out what they thought about it if someone declared them as
second-class citizens overnight, or even worse, dehumanized them, which was
incomprehensible to them."

Link
https://hocupozoriste.rs/intervjui/ibro-sakic-ne-postavljamo-silom-autoriter-vec-

iskrenoscu

Contact Details  

Considerations to be
included in the Literature

Review Study

Long-term successful work of the organisation in teaching children social
empathy, and a great contribution to the development of many individuals.
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3.2.a. Theatre of Youth "Mišolovka"

Country, city/region Serbia : Novi Sad (Vojvodina)

Description

Currently "Mišolovka" has 107 participants who are divided into five groups.
They are divided by age: At the workshops, the participants first do warm-
up exercises - physical and mental. These are dramatic games that engage

both mind and body. After that, the group receives certain tasks,
individually, in pairs, some in smaller or larger groups, and at some point

the group works together again as a collective, which, our interlocutor
explains, is significant from the aspect of their preparations for any

teamwork for someone tomorrow in life..

Target audience Children from 1st to 8th, high school students and students.

Good practice level Local

Responsible organisation Theatre of youth ‘’Mišolovka’’

Type of organisation Private organisation

Involved organisations and
stakeholders

 

Timescale - Dates From September to June, Repeating

Results

Their work brought numerous awards. Last year, due to the COVID-19
pandemic, they participated in several theater festivals in an online format,
so they received awards for the best play at the International Takt Theater

Fest for the play "Intersection", which highlights authentic stories about
teenage problems. They also received the award for the best direction and

overall artwork for the play "Fairy Tales of the Peoples of the World"
performed by the youngest group of participants. In that play, 26 children
play, all of them dressed in black and not speaking a word, but they play

people, animals, and the wind, the sun, the river... 
And the play "Six portraits of Pavle Beljanski" was selected at three non-

competitive festivals. The curiosity of this play is that it is performed
exclusively in the space of the Pavle Beljanski Memorial Collection in Novi
Sad, and with the help of the Internet, it managed to go to three festivals.

Budget and financing  
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3.2. Collection of Good Practices



Transferability  

Website  

Contact Details
Ibro Sakić - bibis.is@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/teatarmladihmisolovka/?ref=page_internal

Media (photos, infographic etc.)  

Consideration as a Good
Practice

These drama workshops aim at the psychophysical development of
children and young people. In this case, theater, or acting, is not an end in
itself, but dramatic, theatrical or acting techniques are a tool for them to

work on their development.
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3.2.b. Dance in the 21st Century

Country, city/region Serbia : Novi Sad (Vojvodina)

Description
Trou contemporary dance, movement, choreography and music

participants had an opportunity to express themselves, experiment
and explore 

Target audience Young peaople with and without disabilities

Good practice level European (Europe Beyond Access / British Council)

Responsible organisation Per.Art

Type of organisation Non-Profit Organistion / NGO

Involved organisations and
stakeholders

- Disability Arts International / Great Britain

Timescale - Dates 09-02-2021

Results

One of the most important goals of "Per.Art" within this project is
cooperation with international artists with disabilities, presenting and

contextualizing their work in Novi Sad and exchanging knowledge
and skills with partners.

Budget and financing  

Transferability  

Website  

Contact Details
perart.office@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/per.art.arts.inclusion/?ref=page_internal

Media (photos, infographic etc.)  

Consideration as a Good Practice

I believe that all the work this organisation does is extremely
important as they have been working for over 20 years in including

disabled individuals into the society that does not care much for
them. Their work allows people from marginalised groups to feel

impowered and achieve a heightened sense of self wort which allows
them to feel free to create as any individual in the society. 
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4.1.a.  Reflection on the theatre of marginalised groups in Slovak theatre criticism and theatre
studies. The example of Theatre with no Home.

Country Slovakia

Author(s)   Nadežda  Lindovská

Official citation

Reflexia divadla marginalizovaných skupín obyvateľstva v slovenskej divadelnej kritike
a teatrológii na príklade Divadla bez domova. In Slovenské divadlo, vol. 61, no.3, pp.

309-318. 0037-699X. 2013 / Reflection of the theatre of marginalized groups in
Slovak theatre criticism and theatre studies on the example of Theatre with no Home.
In The Slovak Theatre. Journal of Theatre, Film, Radio and Television Art, vol. 61,

no. 3, pp. 309-318. 0037-699X. 2013
 

The practice of Divadlo bez domova perfectly illustrates the before mentioned
situation of the absence of a clear boundary between aesthetic and non-
aesthetic aspects. The creators of Divadlo bez domova, together with similar

ensembles, disturb several hitherto valid theatrical conventions, practice an
unconventional composition of the acting team, break the conventions of the so-

called normality etc.

Description / Summary

Using the example of Theatre With No Home which includes the homeless and
the disabled, the author examines the approach of Slovak theatre critics and
theatre scholars to the theatre of marginalised groups. This type of theatre
emerged in Slovakia in the 1990s. The phenomenon of homeless theatre

appeared in the Slovak context at the beginning of the 21st century. Theatre With
No Home was officially established in 2006 and is currently trying to become

professional. It views itself as a community theatre that has high artistic
ambitions connected with therapy and social integration. Lindovská analyzes in

detail the approach of theatre critics to assessing and interpreting the
productions of Theatre With No Home. Given the little interest that critics have
demonstrated in its theatrical production, the author states that the marginal
position of marginalised groups in society reflected in the marginal position of

their cultural and artistic activities. At the same time she points out that the
production of the theatre of marginalised groups violates deep-rooted aesthetic

and ideological norms, has an experimental character and impact on the
development of theatrical thinking. The theatre of marginalized groups

challenges theatre scholars to extend their area of research to include this type
of theatre and master new tools of analysis. 
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4. Slovakia | Divadlo bez domova
4.1. Articles and Research



Level National

 Quotation

"At the turn of the 20th and 21st centuries, a new phenomenon appeared in our theatre space
- community theatres. Several of them represent the so-called marginalised groups of the
population. These theatre groups make visible the world of people pushed to the margins of
society, they create space for the development of creativity of socially, physically or mentally
disadvantaged persons. In the ideal case, they even help them overcome or at least mitigate
the situation of social and cultural exclusion. The theatre of marginalised groups has become
part of activities aimed at the support and development of civil society. It creates conditions for
establishing a mutual dialogue, for the development of social and cultural communication with
representatives of the so-called majority. It contributes to two-way integration: on the one
hand, to the integration of socially, mentally and physically handicapped persons into the public
space and into society, but also to the integration of society in relation to excluded people.
The situation of the professional reflection of Divadlo bez domova is exemplary, it reflects the
little interest of the Slovak critical community in studying, analysing and recording the activities
of community theatres and the theatre of socially, physically or mentally handicapped people.
Theatres of marginalised population groups have already established themselves in our cultural
environment and have a support for their continued existence, among other things, in the anti-
discrimination legislation of the European Union. The existing files fulfill the role of pioneers
who serve as a model and pave the way for others. Thanks to their activities, the Slovak theatre
environment gains new experience with pluralistic forms of theatre and educates experts with
experience in the given field. These are people capable of creatively connecting the demands of
artistic, therapeutic and social work. As it turns out, several of them can create inspiring
theatrical works. In doing so, they go beyond and challenge a series of social and aesthetic
stereotypes. They make co-creators out of authentic outsiders, people pushed to the margins
of society and undoubtedly beyond the limits of theatre art. They accept their otherness and
contribute to making it socially acceptable. They push the boundaries of aesthetic ideas about
what is permissible in the theatre.
So let's examine what transformations of theatrical thinking occur as a result of the
development and operation of community theatres. Let's remember one more thing. Our
situation, the situation of theatre criticism and theatrology, is somewhat analogous to the
situation of marginalised groups. We are also considered a marginal group within the majority
world of theatre art."

Link
https://www.sav.sk/journals/uploads/11251012SD032013-309.pdf

https://www.sav.sk/index.php?
lang=en&doc=journallist&part=article_response_page&journal_article_no=8726

Contact Details  

Considerations to
be included in the
Literature Review

Study

We consider this article / study important because it provides one of the first professional
theatrological insights into the operation of community theatres working with

disadvantaged groups. In it, the author explains the importance of their existence and
assigns them a full place in a diverse theatre environment. This article / study is also a

contribution and an impulse towards the theatrological environment – inviting
professionals to pay attention and reflect on the activities and operation of theatres of

disadvantaged groups.
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4.1.b.  Theatre from the Passage - (artistic) values and (social) profit.

Country Slovakia

Author(s) Elena Knopová

Official citation

Divadlo z pasáže – (umelecké) hodnoty a (spoločenský) zisk. In Slovenské divadlo, vol. 60,
no.4, pp. 391-407. 0037-699X. 2012. / Theatre from the passage – (artistic) values and

(social) profit. In The Slovak Theatre. Journal of Theatre, Film,Radio and Television Art,
vol. 60, no. 4, pp. 391-407. 0037-699X. 2012.

 
We can consider the Theatre from the Passage as a type of alternative theatre,

which is characterised by the search for artistic innovation combined with the
search for the meaning and function of theatre not only in art, but also in

culture and life. It intensively connects its own artistic creation with the inner
happenings in this theatre, with the individualities of the individual actors, and today

its action in the social context acquires a wider than just therapeutic meanings or
functions. It is the first professional theatre in Slovakia that started working with

people with mental disabilities (diagnosis of Down syndrome). It is a theatre which is
currently profiled as a community theatre, has a stable artistic and administrative
component, prepares new productions almost every year, which it includes in its

repertoire and performs regularly. We can see the performances on its home stage
in the City Theatre – Theatre from the Passage, but also on numerous tours at home

and abroad.

Description / Summary

Today, Municipal Theatre – Theatre from the Passage can be regarded as a
professional theatre organisation, which is the first and the only of its kind in Slovakia,

working with people with mental disabilities (diagnosed with Down syndrome). It is
now profiled as a community theatre, with stable artistic and administrative divisions,

prepares new productions almost every year that are included into the repertoire
and staged regularly. Their performances are seen on the domestic scene in the City
Theatre – Theatre from the Passage, but also on numerous tours abroad. In Banská
Bystrica, it operates its 17th theatre season and features performances with not just
authentic artistic statement but a strong social dimension. During its existence, the
theatre has expanded from an amateur ensemble with irregular operations led by
volunteer enthusiasts to the art organisation with a professional background. In its
activities, the theatre interconnects cultural, artistic and social fields. It employs 14

mentally handicapped full-time actors and 15 additional staff working in three closely
related organisations – the Theatre from the Passage, Day care-centre and Sheltered

Housing – securing assistance, educational, artistic and operational needs. 
 

The interconnection of search for of artistic innovation with seeking the meaning and
function of theatre not only in art but also in culture and life are the typical aspects of

the Theatre from the Passage. They intensely link their own artistic production to
internal life of the theatre as well as to the personalities of individual actors and the

influence of the theatre in the social context of today shows broader than just
therapeutic meanings or functions. The theatre develops its activities in multiple

directions (theatre, film, festivals, work with and for the public, various workshops and
workshops involving art therapy in close relation to theatrical procedures, general
education or developing theatre skills) and moves towards other disadvantaged

groups as well as to the general public. 
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Level National

 Quotation

"In 1996, they founded the civic association Theatre from the Passage, under which the
theatre of the same name operated. The before mentioned 8 actors became the core of the
ensemble. In the statute of the theatre, the creative program and the main activity were
already listed as the creation of theatrical performances. Viera Dubačová became the artistic
director of the theatre for a long time, building an artistic ensemble, repertoire, administrative
and service facilities for the actors of the Theatre from the Passage, and thanks to her we are
now talking about the creative development plan of this theatre.
Initially, the actors were placed in institutional care, from where they were regularly brought
to rehearsals. They rehearsed in the basement of an apartment building, but soon they
needed new premises and assistants looking after the actors.
The theatre rented three rooms in the historic center from the city, so they at least had a
classroom, a small improvised studio and a bathroom. However, they did not have their own
hall where they could play regularly, nor did they have a functioning management dedicated
to promoting and selling shows. For the first four years, they more or less rehearsed, played
little, and if at all, most of the public performances took place on tours. In this period, the
activity of the theatre can be characterized as an artistic activity with a significant therapeutic
impact. From the beginning, the Theatre from the Passage itself was involved in art therapy
and drama therapy.
In 2003, thanks to higher grant support from the Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and the
Family, they built and opened new premises of a small multi-functional center in a
reconstructed building - Day care center at Theatre from the Passage and Sheltered housing,
which enabled the actors to leave the facility of social services and expand the theatre's
activities to the whole day… They created the first own system of education for mentally
disabled actors in Slovakia, which became a model for foreign theatre people with a similar
focus. The day care center was a facility that, in addition to meals, provided actors with
comprehensive education and training aimed at preparing actors for independent living,
employment and development of vital skills… 

Positive results were brought mainly by the connection of education and creative theatre
workshops. The productions of the Divadlo z Pasáže were created through author's and team
work… By combining interactive communication, acting studies and the subsequent creation
of a theatrical performance, the actors matured into the development of independent
creative thinking, solidified as a compact group with a sense of responsibility and teamwork…
Probably somewhere here, the path of Divadla z Pasáže, which we could call from art therapy
to community, begins."

Contact Details https://www.sav.sk/journals/uploads/01111656divadlo%2004-12.pdf

Considerations to
be included in the
Literature Review

Study

We consider this article / study important because it brings insight into the history,
artistic, professional and multi-level development of one very important theatre group,
theatre community in Slovakia. It provides a nice example of how the connection of

art, theatre, education, personal and institutional development and
cooperation can contribute to the integration of disadvantaged groups. The

author also draws attention to the fact that the therapeutic or educational dimension of
the theatre is not in any contradiction with its aesthetic dimension, on the contrary, they

can support its aesthetic dimension. 
This article was published in 2012 and the Theatre from the Passage continues in its

various activities until now.
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4.1.c.  MEDART - Methods of Education for Disadvantaged Adultes Rooted in Theatre. A
Methodological Guide.

Countries
Slovakia, Italy, United Kingdom, Poland, Hungary, Spain, Slovenia, Netherlands,

Europe

Author(s) MEDART Project Partners

Official citation

Theatrical Roots 
This wording draws our attention to a whole range of different creative methods

for which theatre serves as a source of inspiration. In our handbook both
traditional drama theatre, and other stage conventions, as well as various

paratheatrical approaches have been considered. It has been also presented
here how theatre can help us to discover non-theatrical ways of enhancing

creativity, well-being and self-development of disadvantaged students. 
The diversity of approaches composing MEDART methodology shows that

theatre in adult education means many different things. Clowning, puppetry
art, working with symbols, staging Shakespeare, playing instruments, celebrating

coffee time are all “eligible” theatrical ways of supporting disadvantaged adult
learners. 

Description / Summary

MEDART was conceived by Divadlo bez Domova in 2015, supported by Erasmus+
and European Union, and consisted of a series of meetings in partner countries,
and a week-long exchange of practice with staff from all organisations to share
their ‘methodologies’ – their practice; games, exercises, approaches – based on

the current work of each organisation and groups they were working with.
These exchanges and ongoing dialogue were the basis for the creation of the

online ‘methodological guide’ which has gathered these different approaches and
practices, with the view to disseminate our joint learning across Europe – to

community theatre companies, teachers, educators, trainers, drama therapists,
social workers, students, schools, universities, institutions, NGOs. 

The main objective of the guide is to help to develop and extend these adult
educators’ competences in the field of work with disadvantaged and

vulnerable groups of adults. By developing these skills and competences, the
aim is that adult educators will be able to bring some new and effective ideas,

strategies and practices into their own work, and will be encouraged to develop
their own practice as a result. 

Theatre is, after all, the telling of stories, and through the community theatre
practice of the partners, vulnerable people are encouraged and enabled to tell
their stories, to express their hopes and dreams, to connect and communicate

with the wider community, and to demonstrate their own individuality and value
as a person in their own right. 

The guide is constructed in sections, with each partner describing their own
company and context, before detailing some of the approaches they use in their

work; giving just a taste of the different methodology each company uses. It is
not definitive, and we are not trying to say that these are the only, or the best,

ways of working. It may be useful to view it as a ‘sampler’; a range of approaches
and case studies. However you view it, we do believe that it is possible to use
these exercises, games and methods in a wide variety of settings, and so we

encourage you to use them as you see fit - copy, adapt, invent, create, mix and
match with your own approaches. 
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Level European

 Quotation

Development of an Integration Theatre Group
The following presentation (methodology) shows the process of working with

the group of adult amateur actors. It includes a detailed description of activities
which stimulate group cohesion and its effective development. The main aim of
all four methods is to engage the participants in a free creative activity enabling
them to share knowledge, experience and individual talents, to learn from each

other and cooperate effectively. 
This methodology was tested during the workshop process involving a group of

14 people aged from 32 to 76. There are people with learning difficulties,
mental and physical disability, as well as the deaf, and also healthy participants

in the group. They have been working together for five years creating six
performances and presenting them in Poland, UK, Slovakia, Czech Republic,

Germany and Holland. As part of the MEDART project activities, the group has
taken a new important challenge. The participants tried their hands at leading
workshops with children themselves. It was a great and rewarding experience
for the whole group. Moreover, a new puppet play was created and presented
to MEDART partners during the ERROR Festival in Bratislava (November 2016). 

The methods presented below have been chosen from among the great
number of techniques and approaches for their efficiency and replicable

character. 

Link

English version:
http://www.divadlobezdomova.sk/divadlobezdomova/MEDART_files/MEDART_A

%20Methodological%20Guide.pdf
 

Slovak version:
http://www.divadlobezdomova.sk/divadlobezdomova/MEDART_files/MEDART_M

etodologická%20pr%C3%ADručka.pdf

Contact Details Tomas Kubis : tomas.kubis1@gmail.com 

Considerations to be
included in the Literature

Review Study

We consider this guide important, because it offers to other professionals and
activists wide range of diverse practical approaches, methods,

techniques and exercises, that can be used or adapted in work with various
groups of people, especially with the disadvantaged ones. The authors draw on
their own experiences and invite the readers and users of the guide to creativity

and experimenting.
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4.2.a. ERROR - International Festival of Homeless Theatres

Country, city/region Slovakia: Bratislava

Description

International festival of homeless theatres, ERROR, has been organised by the
whole team of Divadlo bez domova since 2006. Our basic motivation to organise

the festival was to create a space, where homeless theatre groups can meet
their theatre colleagues from different countries, exchange their

experiences and perform in front of a large public audience. Since there
are very few homeless theatre groups in the world and among our actors and

actresses there are not only homeless people, but also other(wise) disadvantaged
people, we also invite theatre groups with artists from vulnerable or marginalised

environment, e.g. ex-prison inmates, people working within the sex business,
people with Down syndrome, people with hearing impairments, orphans, children
and teenagers from underprivileged environments etc. Once a year, it provides an

opportunity for all of these participants to form a unique international theatre
community. 

The festival offers the general public an extraordinary opportunity to see theatre
groups and performances that are usually very rarely possible to see. Festival

visitors can meet disadvantaged or vulnerable people in a very different role than
they are used to. Other professionals working with disadvantaged people visiting

the festival can become inspired by the theatre work/performances, therefore
leading to more theatre groups. 

Each participating theatre group is invited, and hosted, by us. We organise the
venue of the festival including all technical requirements, accommodation, food
and everything necessary for the performances. The only contribution from the
partner’s groups is to cover their travel costs, which is also a big commitment
from their side – we may be able to help with these costs if the need arises. 

The event itself takes place over 2 days. On the Friday afternoon there are usually
3-4 performances. We organise the ERROR Conference for the Saturday morning,

followed by 5-6 afternoon and evening performances. 
The main objective is to provide space for presentation, sharing, inspiration and
learning of performing arts, in order to give otherwise voiceless people ‘a voice’. 

Target audience

General public, professionals, homeless people and other(wise) disadvantaged
people.

Participants: Performers / actors / actresses - consisting of current / former
homeless people and other(wise) disadvantaged people, aided by professionals. 

Good practice level European

Responsible organisations
Divadlo bez domova

Partners from Visegrad countries
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Type of organisation Non-Profit Organisation / NGO

Involved organisations
and stakeholders

- regularly theatre groups from Slovakia (Divadlo bez domova, Hopi Hope),
Czechia (Rozkoš, Pouličnický cirkus Naděje), Hungary (AHA), Poland (Teatr Grodzki,

Teatr Bezdomnych) and other countries (e. g. Slovenia, France, Spain, etc.)
 

- important part of the festival is the ERROR Conference – international meeting of
professionals and activists active in the field of theatre and arts for disadvantaged

people

Timescale - Dates
Annually – the last Friday and Saturday in November. 

Repeating, On-going

Results

Organising an international festival is a big step in life of the whole organisation or
theatre group. It has a strong impact both on members of organisational team

(professionals) and actors and actresses. It is a great opportunity for mutual
sharing, inspiration and learning, because usually there is lack of similar events or

projects in their own country. Implementing professionals can meet their
colleagues from abroad and see the results of their theatre and artistic work,

which is many times important starting point for future cooperation. During the
whole process of preparing and implementing the festival, they are constantly

learning things which may be new for them (PR, technical information,
management, translation etc.). This is very similar for actors and actresses, who

are involved in the organisation of the festival. They become creators of the
theatre hall, stage builders, technical support, cleaners, translators, speakers in
the media, catering assistants etc. Every year they look forward to meeting their

theatre colleagues from other countries and watch their performances. 
Both professionals and actors / actresses involved in organising the festival

receive a financial reward for their work, which depends upon the amount of
grants received. Audience capacity during the festival performances is usually full,

and there is no barrier between general public and participating actors and
actresses, who are watching the performances of their colleagues. There is no
entrance fee, so the festival is also available for other people being or living in

difficult conditions. If festival participants or visitors from the public speak about
the festival, they often appreciate its cordial atmosphere, whether in the theatre

hall or in other festival spaces (café etc.).

Budget and financing

Since the very beginning, the main supporter of ERROR is Visegrad Fund. We
regularly also look for other grants opportunities (City of Bratislava, etc.).

The amount of the minimum investment required for international scale of at
least 3 countries and for 30 participants and large public is min. 10 000€.

Transferability

If you have your own group, there might be a wish or a need to get to know other
similar groups, to see how they work, to cooperate and to create a space for

inspiring each other. Then you need enthusiasm, endurance and a good team to
organise the practical matters and make it all happen.

Website http://www.divadlobezdomova.sk/divadlobezdomova/FESTIVAL_ERROR.html
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Contact Details Patrik Krebs : patrikk@mac.com 

Media (photos, infographic
etc.)

http://www.divadlobezdomova.sk/divadlobezdomova/FESTIVAL_ERROR.html
 

Detailed description of this good practice can be found in pages 37 – 41 here:
http://www.divadlobezdomova.sk/divadlobezdomova/LTAH_files/LET%27S%20WORK%21.p

df
 

Videos from the ERROR festival can be found on YouTube channel of Divadlo bez
domova:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkrBzAAjlrI9dqbNCGg2m2g/videos

Consideration as a Good
Practice

ERROR festival is the only International festival of homeless theatres in Europe.
In 2022 we are organising its 16th edition. Very often, participating theatre

groups and their actors and actresses express their wish to come back again
next year. For some of them, last Friday and Saturday of November are regularly

booked for the festival. 
We, as organisers, see the festival as inseparable part of our long term theatre
work. ERROR festival also has a relatively strong media response, usually there
are reports, interviews and other programmes reflecting or speaking about the

festival in radio, TV, newspaper, magazines or on the internet. If festival
participants or visitors from the public speak about the festival, many times they
appreciate its cordial atmosphere, whether in the theatre hall or in other festival

spaces (café etc.). For theatre Društvo ProSoc from Slovenia, the possibility to
perform in ERROR festival was the initial point to start the theatre work, to
establish a theatre group Carnium Legendarium as well as to create and

organise the Integra festival.
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4.2.b. Theatre workshops for elementary schools' students

Country, city/region Slovakia: Bratislava

Description

Workshops aimed to raise students´ awareness and interest for culture and social
topics. 

 
Aims:  

- To sensitise elementary schools´ students towards homeless people, people
with physical disabilities and people with psychiatric diagnose via non-formal

education, theatre, music and art.
- To offer students a specific personal experience with theatre.

- To empower actors and actresses through experience of being co-trainers in the
workshops.

 
For many students the workshops were the first deeper contact with the topic of
homelessness and for most of them the very first personal contact with homeless
people. They saw and experienced homeless people in a completely different role
as they usually do – as theatre actors and actresses and co-trainers cooperating

with them, simply said – as people as other people are. 
The workshop activities gave the students opportunity to know themeselves

better, to get to know and cooperate with some of our actors and actresses, to
express and share their experiences and feelings (verbally, non-verbally, via

musical instruments), to improvise in a creative theatrical way, to listen to each
other, and to work together in couples and group. 

In the workshops we used the play on musical instruments, work with symbolic
pictures / cards, movement activities, theatre improvisation, single, couple and
group work. Each workshop participant got the space to speak up and express

herself / himself.
Each workshop took place in our theatre, had the same basic structure and

duration of 90 minutes. Number of students in one workshop group was 12 – 15.
Some of the groups came to see also our theatre performance (some days before
or after the workshop), which offered them another personal experience with our

theatre. 

Target audience

- Elementary schools´ students
- Homeless people, people with serious physical disabilities, people with

psychiatric diagnose (our actors and actresses)
- Teachers

- Elementary schools (institutions)
 

Roles:
- Students, teachers – participants.

- Staff of Divadlo bez domova – trainers. 
- Actors and actresses of Divadlo bez domova – co-trainers, co-participants.

Good practice level Local, Regional

Responsible organisation Divadlo bez domova

Type of organisation Non-profit Organisation / NGO
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Involved organisations and
stakeholders

- City of Bratislava
- Elementary schools

Timescale - Dates From 2019, on-going

Results

Students and teachers sent us a lot of feedback expressed by writing or
drawing, where it was clearly visible that workshop experience with our actors

and actresses had strong impact on the kids and their attitudes. They
recommended these workshops to their schoolmates in other classes.

Immediately after the workshop they asked, if and when they could come next
time. 

This kind of work had also strong and empowering impact on our actors and
actresses, who took active role. They like to work and cooperate with kids, and

they want to continue. 

Budget and financing
This activity runs under the a bigger program Kids for Bratislava implemented
by the City of Bratislava. The budget is covering fees for the staff and actors /

actresses of Divadlo bez domova.

Transferability

Important is communication with local government or institutions responsible
for culture, education or social affairs. Other way can be direct communication
with schools and teachers. It is always nice to bring students to the theatre. If

this wouldn't be possible, there might be some ways to bring the workshops to
schools.

Website www.divadlobezdomova.sk

Contact Details Tomáš Kubiš : tomas.kubis1@gmail.com 

Media (photos, infographic
etc.)

http://www.divadlobezdomova.sk/divadlobezdomova/Deti_pre_Bratislavu.html

Consideration as a Good
Practice

This consideration comes from the feedbacks of students, teachers and our
actors and actresses. During the Covid-19 pandemic and restrictions we were
able to successfully implement this activity online, and in some cases we also

added an online living library.
Coming from these workshop experiences we created and facilitated an

international training course for youth workers “Do ART – share and include”
under Erasmus+ (2022). Currently we are planning workshops for students

from Ukraine, who found refuge from the war and stay in Slovakia.
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ANNEX 2
Focus Groups
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1. Guidelines
This guide intends to be a user-friendly introduction to focus groups. Its purpose is to
outline some of the key elements to be considered when the project consortium partners
are planning a focus group evaluation or survey. More specifically, this guide explains what a
focus group is, why focus groups should be conducted, how to plan them, who should
conduct them, and what to do with the information collected. The guide also discusses
ethical issues and other considerations when conducting focus groups.

In summary, it is a guide for planning, organising, and managing focus groups and it
also describes criteria for selecting facilitators/moderators to conduct the groups.

What is a focus group?

The focus group (hereinafter, also mentioned as FG) is a method of targeted interview
within a small group aimed at encouraging a discussion about specific topics and
extracting useful qualitative information. It is a classical tool to have a good quality research.

Focus groups can reveal a variety of detailed information and deep insights into an issue.
When it is well executed, a focus group creates an ideal environment that places participants
in interaction, allowing them to thoughtfully express their opinions and feelings about a
subject in their own words. Surveys are good for collecting information about people’s
attitudes, but, if someone needs to understand things at a deeper level, the use of a focus
group is mandatory. A good focus group requires planning, significantly more than merely
inviting a few key people to casually share their opinions about a topic.

The details for conducting a high-quality focus group, the essential steps during planning, and the
description of the criteria for selecting participants and moderators, are outlined in this guide.

Organising a focus group

A FG is usually a small group of six to twelve people led through an open discussion by a
skilled moderator. The group needs to be large enough to generate rich discussion, but not
so large that some participants are left out.
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Although it is better, it is not necessary for the group to meet in the same physical place or
room, but it may also cooperate online through collaboration platforms, sharing files
applications or web meetings. In the case of A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E. project, the partners are
advised to proceed with the second option of the online meetings and to follow
constantly the local or national instructions and the restrictions that apply to
their area, or other local particularities.

The focus group needs to have a moderator that leads the discussion, guides the
participants and facilitates the information gathered. The moderator’s goal is to generate a
maximum number of different ideas and opinions from as many different people in the
allotted time.

Focus groups are structured around a set of carefully predetermined topics – usually no
more than 10 – but the discussion may have a free flow. Ideally, participants’ comments will
stimulate the sharing of opinions by others. Some people can find themselves changing
their thoughts and opinions during the group.

Each FG session is usually organised in two sessions of approximately one to two
hours. It is not advisable to plan more than three FG sessions. It is necessary that the whole
group participates in each proposed topic and do not divide the team into groups according
to expertise. Also, avoid taking breaks during the session because you may stop the dynamic
of the discussion.

The Moderator needs to have a predefined set of questions or a question guide. When
preparing the question guide, it is important to allow sufficient time for feedback and
revisions from the rest of the partners. Once the initial set of questions has been developed,
a pilot testing procedure with the involved stakeholders/partners is necessary. When
formulating questions, aim for the questions to be conversational, brief, direct, and focused
on participants’ experience. Also, use open-ended questions that avoid a “yes” or “no”
response. Open-ended questions allow participants to determine the direction of the
conversation.

The set of questions selected and the methodology behind the question plan will help to the
final stage of the focus group, the Analysis and Reporting. When reporting focus group
findings, a decision has to be made on the most appropriate format, verbal or written. If a
written report is necessary, you may consider either a narrative style or a fully descriptive
one. Once a draft has been prepared, share it with the rest of the partners for verification.
Revise and finalise the report based on the obtained feedback.
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The A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E. project focus group

In the case of A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E, due to various factors that has to be taken into account and
are directly related to the COVID-19 pandemic, the focus group was organised online. More
specifically, the focus groups were divided in local national sub-groups consisting of 5 (max
6) participants per country and a local moderator will guide the team, gather and manage
the information.

The proposed methodology to establish the FG and its steps was as follows:

What is the Focus Group goal? 

The Focus Group will be used by the project partners to discuss and collaborate with
representatives of the target group (theatre professionals, theatre artists, social workers
dealing with inclusion etc.) about the project - objectives, activities, estimated results,
presenting them a preliminary draft of analysis and collect from them feedback. More
specifically, the FG will be used to discuss with theatre staff/youth workers (10 from each
country) to survey the training needs for working with youth.

Who are the participants? 

The FG will be composed of different kind of theatre representatives, experts, and youth
workers. The choice is in the discreet decision of each partner, according to specific criteria
and local particularities.

How many participants in one FG? 

The FG activity will be composed of 40 people in total. The partners from each participating
country (4 project countries) will recruit at least 8-10 participants each.

Where will the FG take place?

The different local focus groups will take place online in each country. The local moderator
will contact the FG participants and after explaining the project goals and the purpose of the
FG, he/she will send the relevant material.

The local moderator will prepare the technical part of the on-line meeting (Zoom meeting,
Skype group, or other relevant platform they may use) and invite the selected participants.

After the completion of FGs, each partner gathers the information, analyses it and conduct a
local report. The different local reports will be gathered by the Intellectual Output (IO)'s
responsible in order to finalise the focus group results and integrate them into the final version.
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The Moderator and the Co-Moderator - his/her job is to keep the group “focused”
and to generate a lively and productive discussion, being able to guide the group; the
moderator needs to have effective leadership skills as he/she will need to recognise how
to obtain a balanced input from a diverse group of people. The moderator also needs
good communication skills, and needs to be able to encourage a variety of levels of
communication amongst participants in the FG and this communication may include
asking open questions, promoting debate, probe for further details, encourage the
discussion among participants rather than a mere participant-moderator discussion.
Although the moderator ‘leads’ the focus group, their role is only to keep the discussion
on track and should not influence the opinions of the group.

The Assistant will have the role to organise the technical part of the meeting (online
platform settings, microphones and cameras) and make hand-written notes and
observations during the discussion, which serves as a “back-up” in case something
happens with the recording equipment

2 weeks before the FG : Identify the participants and gather their contact information.
2 weeks before the FG : Send out invitations and follow up with phone calls.
1 week before the FG : Select the Moderator, develop the questions and create a
script/topic guide.
2-3 days before the FG : Send the material to the Participants in order to prepare
themselves and be informed for the details to be discussed.

Confidentiality: participants share important and often sensitive information, therefore
only researchers should have access to participants’ responses.
Data protection: participants must be assured that no information that could identify
them will not be publicly reported.
Right to withdraw: the researcher should ensure that participants understand the nature
and purpose of the research and that they may withdraw their participation at any time.
Consent: people must agree to participate in the research of their own free will, usually
by written consent. However, verbal consent that is recorded may be used instead.
Participants should be informed what will happen to the information and how they can
find out about the findings.
It is normal practice to send participants a summary of the findings.

Team Selection

The local focus group will require a small team, comprised of the moderator and a co-
moderator or assistant:

Proposed Timeline

Ethics

Prior to the FG, a consent form will be sent to the participants along with a confirmation of
attendance sheet and an information sheet. The consent form covers issues such as:



Participants General Information

Organisation Name Job Title Country

ALTER EGO (X) Julie Crantelle Artistic Director and Co-Founder FR

ALTER EGO (X) Lucile Etienne Administrator of the A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E. project FR

ALTER EGO (X) Théo Majcher Artistic Director and Co-Founder FR

ALTER EGO (X) Maïa Paounov Project Assistant FR

Cergy-Paris University
Claire de Saint-

Martin

Senior Lecturer in Education and Training
Sciences, EMA Laboratoru (School, Mutations,

Learning)
FR

L'ENVOL - CENTRE D'ARTS
ET DE TRANSFORMATION

SOCIALE
Gaétan Homerin Administration and Development Manager FR

Mably (Municipality, 42) Céline Fèvres
Head of the Department of Social and Cultural

Development
FR

Théâtre Instant Présent Jérôme Spick Quality Manager FR

University of Toulouse II -
Jean Jourès

Yağmur
Gökduman

Doctoral student at the Laboratoire Clinique
Pathologique et Interculturelle (LCPI)

FR

 Claire Rassinoux Independent Cultural Producer and Mediator FR

Excused

Cergy-Paris University Marie Astier
Actor, Stage Director, PhD in Performing Arts

and Researcher associated with the EMA
laboratory

FR

Espace CESAME,
Sauvegarde du Val d'Oise

Rachel Tanguy Head of Service FR

Maison du Conte Nafissa Moulla Relay Teacher FR

 
Emmanuelle

Hamel
Volunteer Techer in French as a foreign

language
FR
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2. Reports
2.1. France | ALTER EGO (X)
05-30-2022, moderator : Théo Majcher, Artistic Director of ALTER EGO (X)
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Report 

In the framework of the A.N.T.Y.G.O.N.E. project, a group of experts, practitioners and
researchers met on Monday, May 30th 2022 to discuss their experience of theatre as a tool
for the social inclusion of young people, the risks and preventive measures linked to this
practice, as well as the challenges of cooperation between the cultural and social sectors.

Theatrical practice with a social aim has a strong relationship with pedagogy and
mediation. To engage these participants in the creative process, stage writing is
privileged: their actions and interactions during the workshops shape the final production. In
this social perspective, speech must emanate from their own will without ever being forced
or learned. The challenge lies precisely in the theatre's ability to create a safe space in which
these audiences can take risks, reveal and explore an infinite number of ways of being
without fear of evaluation or judgment.

This does not detract from the artistic exigency that must be maintained; art is too often
used as a tool or in an “art therapy” framework, but in this case it must be seen rather as a
creation, "inclusion being also a vector of an aesthetic and an artistic creation". The same
applies to the final performance, a moment of consecration that is decisive for the success
of the project, both on a theatrical and social level. In fact, this requirement enhances the
value of the participants without infantilising them, while the final performance implies
recognition and sharing of their work. For people who are being assisted and qualified
because of excluding "incapacities", this type of process allows them to regain their self-
esteem by asserting their capacity and responsibility for quality work.
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The performance space, whether in a real theatre or a classroom, is also a vector of new
links in that it overturns the usual hierarchies. On stage, teachers and students,
educators and young people, nurses and patients are brought together to work and
exchange as equals. It is essential that all the participants, the target audiences but also
their carers and cultural partners, integrate the creative process and become "educators" of
each other beyond mere participation. Horizontal interactions are particularly important
when it comes to re-establishing dialogue and trust between social actors, institutions and
their users. This effort of collective socialization, especially in heterogeneous groups, enables
a laboratory work where the relationships that individuals have in society are criticized and
rethought through practice. In this way, a relevant civic awareness is built up for the
participants, as well as a capacity for learning and skills that are sustainable and reusable in
the future, such as memorising, listening, managing emotions, speaking, etc.

Nevertheless, an unavoidable risk in artistic work with excluded audiences, is to
essentialise them as such. Funding schemes in the cultural and social sectors are part of
this movement. As they are addressed to categorised, instituted audiences, they often lead
to the re-creation of an excluding insider group. For example, a group made up solely of
people with disabilities or school dropouts runs the risk of reproducing the scheme of the
hospital or the “back of the classroom”. This excludes the possibility for participants to
define themselves differently and to emancipate themselves at least temporarily from their
environments, whereas these projects are characterised by a political will of young people to
show that they do not fit a certain mould. In other cases, on the contrary, this
"intergroupness" is beneficial, as it allows constantly invisibilised groups to express
themselves.

Furthermore, professional theatres still show a stigma when it comes to broadcasting
theatre performances with social components, dismissed as art therapy or amateur art. In
order to facilitate the social inclusion of these people in the theatre without objectifying
them, the cultural industry also needs to open up. The lack of dialogue and/or trust, of
communication, between the cultural and social fields, from ministries to collectivities,
adds to these financial and administrative obstacles. The simple relay of calls for
participants/projects is difficult, and it is the most isolated individuals who have the least
access to these cultural programmes (prisons, refugee camps, rural deserts, etc.). The result
is a "heroic tinkering" by social workers, caught up in an organization of institutional issues
that hinder their efforts.
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Adopting good practice also means sometimes choosing the safety and well-being of
participants, even if it means being exclusive. Structures must be objective about their
capacities and limits. For example, some audiences require support people or social
workers to be mobilised in addition to the artistic team in order to be favorably
accompanied or for observation. Without these people, the structure in question will have to
refuse the participants it cannot handle. These limits will be translated into control tools
such as quotas or selection processes within the participants, unfortunately excluding but
necessary.

All these reflections raise the question of cooperation between cultural and social
actors: who is responsible for what? Although the boundaries are delicate and shift
depending on the project, during this focus group several assertions were unanimously
agreed upon.

It was conceded that the artist is solely responsible for the performance space and
the stage work. The justification for this role is that an external artist is necessarily more
neutral than an internal social worker, as he/she is not in the role of assisting the person. It
is also considered that an artistic/aesthetic eye is more capable of seeing all types of bodies
and voices as artistic propositions, whereas a social worker is trained to see them as
constraining characteristics.

This does not mean that social workers are unable to conduct theatre workshops. What is at
stake here is more the capacity of cultural professionals to transmit their knowledge
to other professions. Co-leading can also be an interesting option. In the same way, not all
artists have a vocation to carry out projects with a social dimension. In the end, there is a
challenge of humility, where everyone must recognise the complementary role of the others,
and recognise that they need each other.

The various possible forms of cooperation between cultural and social actors should
therefore be discussed and set up before the project begins. The clearer the division of
tasks, roles and constraints for each party, the more likely it is that differences in viewpoints
can be conciliated in a harmonious manner. This is also important for the good
management of the project and especially the participants, who are thus spared potential
power struggles in which they would be the object and no longer the subject.



Participants General Information

Organisation Name Job Title
Countr

y

Teatro alla Guilla Valerio Strati Artistic Director IT

Babel Crew
Giuseppe

Provinzano
Artistic Director IT

Energie alter-native
Festival

Dario Ferrante Director IT

Prese Fuoco Theatre
Company

Claudia Puglisi Artistic Director IT

Prese Fuoco Theatre
Company

Silvia Scuderi Actress IT

Teatro Alchemici Ugo Giacomazzi Director IT

Teatro Alchemici Luigi Di Gangi Co-Director IT

 Erika La Ragione Actress IT
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2.2. Italy | Teatro alla Guilla
07-01-2022, moderator : Dario Ferrante and Valerio Strati, Director and Artistic Director of Teatro alla Guilla
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"I worked with young people from disadvantaged neighbourhoods in Palermo, from
secondary schools in Zen and Sperone area. I used the game method, I worked with
different groups, with intellectual disabilities. I also use some drama therapy
techniques." 

"I work with young people from 14 to 17 years old. It is a technical school so participants
are from peripheral areas. We are working on the legality topic suggested by the
technical school. The topic sometimes comes from the group so I use the community
theatre techniques from the Argentinean community theatre which was born after the
end of the dictatorship in Buenos Aires. The idea of this theatre is the art as trigger for
social transformation: everyone can be an actor/actress."

"I use games and exercises to make young people more responsible."

"The Amuni project is a training programme for migrants, asylum seekers and second
generation Italians from 16 to 24 years old. Youngsters who finished their studies. There
are multidisciplinary workshops: theatre, music, dance, technical professions. We create
specific workshops depending on the participants’ interests. We try to be as much
interdisciplinary as possible. We work one time a month for 4-5 days, it is an intensive
process to favour the integration of the group (language, skills and team working)."

"We work with disabled youngsters, after working with inmates and disadvantaged
groups. We want to work with non-professional actors. Now we work with young people
with Down Syndrome. We learn a lot from this target group. We started with no
techniques. We meet once a week. During the rehearsal, we intensify the meeting. We
use the union, putting together autistic and Down Syndrome people, then we had to
split the working group, with autistic and Down Syndrome participants. Now we put
together disabled people where the different biology is a richness, where we work in
contact with nature, the soil, and so on. We are a world of handicapped people, where
union creates diversity and diversity makes the group stronger."

Report

1. Have you worked or are you currently working with young people? If yes, do they
belong to a specific category in need of inclusion (marginalised youth, NEETs, migrants,
refugees, etc.)?
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"There are no specific competencies. Empathy is surely an asset to establish a human
relationship with the group. Technical skills are related to theatre skills and psychological
skills. I work with psychiatric staff and dramatherapy is part of this bag of skills."

"Empathy is important to waive human relationships among participants. Mediation is
also an important part of the game. Especially, when co-conducting a workshop.
Studying Science of Education was very useful to start my job as a drama therapist.
Pedagogical studies are fundamental as well in this education process."

"Maieutic approach is important to create theatre coming from the group, from the
inside of the group, a maieutic method to wait what is growing inside the participants."

"Working with migrants it is important the cultural mediation and the language
barriers. Relationships and body contact is very different in other cultures and we need
to attention these issues. For example, the idea of time is different."

"Less rigidity and more adaptability are also crucial, of course this really depends on
the group you are working with. With youngsters from peripheral areas, you need to be
more rigid to give some rules that usually are not imposed by their families."

2. In your opinion, what skills do you need (or other people working with youth), in
order to be more effective ant to help youngsters to be included in society ? 

3. Are you aware of any success stories and good practices from your area or other
places, regarding the use of theatre as a tool for inclusion or as a methodology to
tackle social challenges? If yes, give a description, and explain if you think it is
transferable to your area.

Teatro delle Albe, Punta corsara in Naples was very inspiring. The objective was to create a
professional theatre company sustained by the Government, very well spent money
because after 5 years participants managed to create a stable working group. They used a
hybrid method putting together a professional method with different techniques. A very
successful project.

Divadlo Bez Domova is another example of a successful project where homeless people
became semi-professional actors. This is a very concrete example of successful project.

Other reference points are Catalina Sur or El Barrio (Buenos Aires) at international level and
at national level Paola Cereda with her communitarian theatre company, assaiASAI,
examples of communitarian theatre. Theatre therapy is different from drama therapy.
Theatre therapy is discovering the skills of the users without staging the pain but increasing
people’s skills. Diversity is a resource for the communitarian theatre companies where
disabled and migrants, for example, create a unique blend of theatre scripts. There is also a
communitarian script writing. There is unity with process and product in the communitarian
theatre, with a clear distinction of roles and tasks.
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"Some elements of my theatre work come from clownery and dance."

"Listening is very important for co-working and creating together. Listening is a goal, a
process. Danilo Dolci taught me a lot with his maieutic approach. Listening is the key,
abandoning the ego, welcoming the other. Today’s directors are very boring
because they give answers instead of asking questions."

7. Summary and comments from the interviewer.

Participants highlighted the importance of empathy and flexibility in working for the social
inclusion of disadvantaged target groups. Many useful projects were quoted as “success
stories” and a wide range of theatre techniques were introduced during the discussion.



Participants General Information

Organisation Name Job Title
Countr

y

Akademija zabave i
umetnosti O&M

Olja Inić Pedagogue RS

BAZAART Sunčica Milosavljević Director RS

Kulturociklin Sandra Maksimović Teacher and Youth Worker RS

Novosadski dečiji
kulturni centar

Ana Ilić Director RS

Pozorište mladih Slavica Vučetić Actress RS

Šmiranti Boško Petrov Actor RS

Teatar mladih
‘Mišolovka’

Ibro Sakić Dramatic and Theatre Pedagogue RS

Trupa ‘Drž ne daj’ Sonja Leštar Actress and Professor RS

 Jelena Rakočević Actress RS
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2.3. Serbia | Kulturanova
07-13-2022, moderator : Jelena Galović, Actress at Kulturanova
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Report

1. Have you worked or are you currently working with young people? If yes, do they
belong to a specific category in need of inclusion (marginalised youth, NEETs, migrants,
refugees, etc.)?

All of the participants in this focus group have worked or are still working with young people.
About half of them work with mixed groups where there are individuals who fall into the
category of marginalised youth. Some of them have worked with refugees as well. But the
whole group agrees that kids and young people in whole are marginalised and held back in
our society. It is the a goal of the government and the society to keep them from
forming critical opinions and to become mentally strong and healthy individuals.

2. What would you describe as the main challenges that youngsters face today? 

The main challenges young people face today is the overwhelming amount of information
they have at the tips of their fingers; it makes it difficult for them to discern what is true and
what is not. The illusion of perfection that the internet brings them, the ideology of beauty
and everlasting youth. Burdening themselves with unrealistic beauty standards. Also lack of
general communication skills because everything happens to them online and it's easy to
write a comment or like and react in anyway trough your phone or other device but not to
say it live and express your feelings. Youth today is not being educated enough on politics as
well and so their critical thinking and understanding of how the world works is weak.

3. In your opinion, what skills do you need (or other people working with youth), in
order to be more effective ant to help youngsters to be included in society ? 

The group agrees that the main skills you need for successful integration of youngsters in
the society is patience, ability to communicate, basic pedagogy, love for working
with young people, great receptivity and readiness for individual dedication. The
ability to distinguish everyone’s needs and be able to tend to them differently while giving
them all equal space for development and expression.

4. Have you used theatre-based methodologies and techniques up to now? If yes, give
us a brief description. 

The techniques and methodologies used trough out the group are theatre-based. The
actors and directors amongst them mostly used tools they learned at the Academy and the
workshops they have attended. Which are emotional substitution, working with building a
character and placing them in different situations. The pedagogists and teachers in the
group combined techniques from applied theater and devise theatre. Theater of
movements and images, as well as dance are only some of the elements they worked with.
The Improvisation, acting games and exercises are tools everyone used and combined
depending on the group and the intention of the work itself. Some of them have developed
their own workshops and methodologies and have been using them very successfully over
the past decade to help youngsters develop in a healthy way.
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5. Are you aware of any success stories and good practices from your area or other
places, regarding the use of theatre as a tool for inclusion or as a methodology to
tackle social challenges? If yes, give a description, and explain if you think it is
transferable to your area.

The discussion was unionised and the participants named each other’s work and practices
as the examples of a good one when answering this question. Some other organisations
and individuals have been mentioned like Plavo Pozorište Pozorišna Laboratorija,
Alternativni kulturni centar Gnezdo, Per.Art, …

We believe any practice can be transferable with enough knowledge of social structure of
the area you are working in and understanding the groups needs and intentions. 

6. You can proceed with any other question that might come up from the discussion in
order to understand or record specific opinions regarding the training needs of our
target group - youngsters and people working with youth.

A shared opinion in the group was that we need some kind of a test for people working
with youth in any way to determine that they possess a set of basic skills needed
when molding and shaping the mind of the youth. Also, a doctoral dissertation,
"DRAMSKA PEDAGOGIJA, Dramska umetnost u integrisanom obrazovanju", of one of the
participants has been mentioned by few as a good manual for those working with youth.

7. Summary and comments from the interviewer.

The dedication and the love for this calling is clearly visible in all of the participants. They
have worked hard to develop their craft and are making a difference in the society although
the system is working in their disadvantage. First of many challenges being the lack of space
to work in. 

The group was united with no opposing opinions, or disagreements. Shared respect and
appreciation amongst the participants have inspired them to meet more regularly and
collaborate in the future. 

https://plavopozoriste.org/
https://www.facebook.com/a.k.c.gnezdo/about/?ref=page_internal
https://www.facebook.com/per.art.arts.inclusion/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11nJsokl5Pao9KMH9UbJJRbL7pl9lfAyg/view
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Organisation Name Job Title
Cou
ntry

Divadlo bez domova Uršuľa Kovalyk Social Worker, Drama Therapist, Actress SK

Divadlo bez domova Patrik Krebs Director, Drama Therapist, Teacher SK

Divadlo bez domova Tomáš Kubiš Social Worker, Actor, Project Manager SK

ArtEst - polyesthetic
education of

disadvantaged youth /
social theatre Hopi Hope

Peter Kalmár Director, Actor SK

Nezávislé tvorivé
zoskupenie 123artivist,

Parasport24, Jalta –
cultural and social center

Ľubomír Bukový Director, Actor SK

freelancer, Acunagua
(ES), cooperating with

Divadlo bez domova and
Divadlo z pasáže (SK)

Magdaléna
Komárová

Drama Therapist, Director, Actor SK
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2.4. Slovakia | Divadlo bez domova
06-16-2022, moderator : Patrik Krebs, Artistic Director of Divadlo bez Domova
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"I am taking part in a course to become a professional director, this is very challenging.
Since the beginning of this year, our organisation and theatre Hopi Hope is experiencing
difficult times from financial point of view, there is an execution from the side of the City
of Košice. We are changing our theatre venue. We will share a theatre space, which
belongs to city part Košice-Staré Mesto, with another theatre group, and also other
events of the city part take place there. We can use this space for free, but we have to
agree in advance."

"We perform for the city, for schools in their gyms, let’s say we perform once a week. We
rehearse 1 – 3 times a week, we don’t have a solid structure. I give also individual
trainings to our actors. Currently we are in total 18 people, out of that 5 people staff and
13 actors and actresses with handicap, we are expecting 2 more actors. We rehearse a
new performance – a fairytale, since we often perform for children."

"Currently I am cooperating with Divadlo bez domova (Theatre with no Home) and with
Divadlo z pasáže (Theatre from the Passage). In Theatre from the Passage I do a
personal and theatre development training for actors, it is a 2 hours workshop once a
week. One part of the group rehearse a new play and those who don’t perform are
members of my group."

"In Theatre with no Home we currently have 11 actors and actresses, last year 2 of our
actors passed away. This year we don’t rehearse any new theatre play, since we have a
new actor and we need to recast and rehearse older plays in order to be able to
perform them for the public. We had to change some roles and give space and time to
the new actor. This year we will also publish a book of interviews with our actors,
actresses and staff members."

"With Theatre with no Home we also did a public dress rehearsal of our theatre
performance Puppet in Ukrainian. We also continue in our international projects in the
field of non-formal education – “Let’s talk about homelessness” ended last month,
“ANTYGONE” project is in its beginning. 2 weeks ago, we did a one week international
workshop “Do ART – share and include” under Erasmus+. We can confirm that also this
year will organise the ERROR festival, we have received a grant support."

"We do education in the field of theatre. One part is education of theatre professionals
and students of theatre and art schools. Second part is education of people
unexperienced in theatre – people wanting to do theatre at an amateur level, and also
education of students and youth in schools – non-formal education in elementary and
high schools, special schools, community centers, re-education facilities. We do
workshops there. Under this roof we also try to create a methodology on how to bring
theatre and performing arts approaches into non-formal education of young people.
And I also work on my own education in the field of drama therapy."

Report

1. What are you currently doing regarding your theatre work and how is your theatre
group working?
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"Maybe I would forget about the aesthetic side. As first I would say sensibilisation,
deeper connection and deeper understanding of the group preparing the theatre
play. And also a didactic level – through the work of the actors the spectators learn more
about the target group doing the theatre. Mostly I would stress the sensibilisation.
Sensibilisation of the majority public towards the otherness, towards the
diversity. Theatre language includes all the kinds of arts, it is a very rich language and has
a huge potential to communicate with the audience or public."

"It is a job. Currently our actors are not our employees, but they often host and are paid
for their performances. It is a contribution to the society. And people with handicap do
something that makes sense for them. We show that our group can work as a
professional theatre group. Each actor has own profile on social media, one of our
actors got a role in TV series, we are close to showbusiness. We perform almost at any
kind of event and the more people in the audience we have the better."

"Towards our actors and actresses – educational function, function of home and
stability, self-realisation, space to express themselves also towards the public,
they get a voice, function of mutual cooperation and support – homeless people as
personal assistants for people with serious physical disability, connection of different
disadvantaged groups. In some workshops actors and actresses become our co-
lecturers / co-trainers. Inspirational function for other excluded or disadvantaged groups
(e.g. performing inside the prison). Discussions after our performances remind me
commented exhibitions in galleries – spectators can ask our actors, it is a function of
connecting excluded groups with the public. We show that art is not any elitist matter,
we show the art in its original way – that art was and still is for all, and it was a full-
fledged part of people's everyday life."

"Excluded groups are also very often out of culture, usually homeless people don’t visit
theatres, neither they perform. We help them to exercise their cultural rights and
give them voice in order to be heard in society, because very often they are not
perceived as equal with the majority. We sensitise the public towards all the otherness.
We create a safe space where homeless people and majority can meet."

"We can bring theatre to places and venues where theatre never would come and for
people who couldn’t come to theatre (prisons, psychiatric hospital, senior houses etc.)."

"Despite missing bigger network for non-formal education, there are enthusiastic
people and NGOs, it is possible to find them and cooperate if you look for that. Coming
from my own experiences, through theatre or what I call soft techniques you can support
the children or youngsters to develop their creativity and their individual inner sources
much better than through traditional education. For example, a short breathing exercise
can make 10-11 years relaxed and concentrated. It was beginning of the theatre workshop,
then they were motivated to continue with other exercises and activities. There were some
rules, but we gave them space to bring their own topics, to invite and discover their own
creativity."

2. Coming from your own experience with your theatre work, what do you think: what
are its function towards the society, except the aesthetic functions?
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"I miss more theatre groups similar to ours." / "We miss the same. ERROR was found
to invite other homeless theatres and since there was / is no other, the festival had to be
international." / "I miss a big, one week festival / event where theatre groups working
with disadvantaged groups could take part and perform, including beginners. This could
be organised by section of disadvantaged groups at the Ministry of Culture. " / "I miss the
formalisation of theatre-therapeutical education. I wish more networking of theatre
groups in Slovakia."

"I miss an official educational institution similar to Palacký University in Olomouc
(drama therapy, theatre therapy). Also at the performing arts university there could be
education in theatre with therapeutic aspects / approaches. I would like to connect our
theatre activities with other professionals from cultural, social or other fields – people
from other professions (social workers, prison workers, lawyers) would take part in
workshops we could organise for them. For example, social department of regional
government would invite theatre group Hopi Hope, they perform and then department
speaks about integration programs for social facilities."

"On national or regional level, we don’t have here any systematic, structured
methodology or methodics how to do non-formal education, any contact point. Activists
and professionals do that very often individually on their own, then you meet other
activists and we start to cooperate and work together. It’s difficult to do that at a
professional level, many times it is a punk style way of work."

"I miss more people who would write reflections about theatres of disadvantaged
groups and their work."

"I miss more interest from other professional fields connected with our target groups
(universities – social work, psychology, pedagogics, performing arts etc.)."

3. Concerning your theatre work, theatre activities, theatre reality, what do you miss in
Slovakia?

4. Have you used theatre-based methodologies and techniques up to now? If yes, give
us a brief description. 

A lot I come from analysis of dramatical text in action which is a combination of several
creative approaches in art. Thanks to this method I come to therapeutical functions of
theatre. Inside of this method there is also a lot of influence coming from outside the
theatre, e. g. psychoanalysis, etc. Mostly I use from this method work in etudes and
improvisation.



Magdaléna Komárová – community theatre, working with different disadvantaged
groups in different countries, mostly with homeless people, prison inmates, people with
physical or mental handicap, using theatre in non-formal education in schools in the
topic of bullying, facilitator of trainings or workshops for other professionals, youth
workers etc.
Patrik Krebs, Uršuľa Kovalyk, Tomáš Kubiš – community theatre, working with homeless
people, people with physical disabilities, psychiatric diagnoses, ex-prisoners, prison
inmates, facilitators of trainings or workshops for children, youth as well as for other
professionals, youth workers etc.
Peter Kalmár – social and community theatre, working with people with Down syndrome
and other disadvantaged persons
Ľubomír Bukový – giving workshops students in schools, community centers, re-
education facilities, experience in theatre work with adult people who experienced
sexual and / or domestic violence

5. Summary and comments from the interviewer.

In the focus group we were a lot discussing lack of networking among theatre groups,
theatre organisations and individual professionals using theatre for education or therapy.
Thanks to this discussions, all the participants got to know basic info about existence of
some theatre groups or individual professionals and activists, which or who were unknown
to them and who use theatre in their work with disadvantaged groups. And we touched also
the fact that more people didn’t even react on the email invitation to the focus group.

Theatre experience of the participants of the focus group relevant for the project:
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